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Proposed energy tax
to aid deficit

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration is considering a
broad-based tax on energy consumption as an option for raising $40 billion
or more in fiscal 1986 if it is needed to
reduce the government's swollen deficits, administration sources said yesterday.
The sources said energy taxes are
high on Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan's list of possible revenue
sources that would "trigger in" after
Oct. 1, 1985, if required to keep the
government's red ink below f 100 billion.
Regan disclosed Wednesday that he
had proposed several contingency tax
options to the president, including an
income tax surcharge, but he refused
to identify any of the other proposals,
saying the president had not yet made
any final decisions.
A decision may come soon. Reagan
must submit his budget for fiscal 1984,
which begins next fall, to Congress by
the end of January.
The sources, who requested anonymity, said Regan had several variations of energy taxes and income
tax surcharges in mind.
THE ENERGY options include: a
fee on imported oil; a tax that could
be extended to domestic oil as well as
imports; a so-called BTU (British
thermal unit) tax that sets levies
based on the heat content of coal,
hydroelectric and nuclear power, natural gas and petroleum; and a "windfall profits" tax or a severance tax on
natural gas that would be tied to
removal of federal price controls in
198S.
Windfall profits refers to the excess
profits that would result from decontrol. Such a tax was imposed on oil

when prices were decontrolled several years ago. Severance refers to
taxes imposed as gas is extracted
from the ground. Some officials said
they doubted the president would ever
support a windfall profits tax on natural gas, but others refused to rule it
out as an option.
Reagan is known to favor the elimination of all government price controls from natural gas, but ft is widely
believed he would never get Congress
to go along without a windfall profits
tax.
Another strong opponent of energy
taxes is House Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr., D-Mass. O'Neill and other
New England lawmakers are loath to
support taxes that add to the cost of
heating fuels, on which the region is
heavily dependent. However, congressional tax researchers have noted
that a tax law could be written in a
way to impose any oil levy on gasoline
and exempt heating oil.

THE CONGRESSIONAL tax experts have estimated that an oil import fee of $5 a barrel, which
translates into 12 cents per gallon of
gasoline,would raise about $10 billion
a year. The annual revenue increase
would total $21 billion if the fee were
to cover domestic oil supplies as well.
The sources said several variations
of a tax surcharge also are under
consideration. One option calls for a
10 percent surcharge on both personal
income and corporate taxes, a measure that would raise nearly $50 billion. In that case, an individual's or
company's tax bill would go up a flat
lOpercent.
Officially, the administration is refusing to comment on budget details
until the document is released Jan. 31.

Tr*»*» Trimrr»ipi/n Ro9er ^'"'"S culs back the 9'owth from a small tree on campus yesterday afternoon.
I I CC 1 I II III I 111 iy Berning, an employee of the University Grounds Department, trims the trees each winter
season in preparation for summer budding.

Mideast nations negotiate
KIRYAT SHMONA, Israel (AP) - Khalde, the Israelis insisted the negoPressure from President Reagan tiators first agree on normalization of
broke a three-week deadlock yester- relations between the two nations,
day as Israel and Lebanon agreed to while the Letene le demanded priornegotiate simultaneously on the with- ity for withdrawal of the estimated
drawal of Israeli and other foreign 60,000 Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian
troops from Lebanon and on future troops.
relations between Israel and LebAt the fifth meeting Monday in
anon.
Khalde, both Lebanon and Israel acDespite agreement on a compro- cepted special U.S. envoy Morris
mise agenda giving priority to neither Draper's proposal for concurrent neissue, the two governments made gotiations on all the issues, but each
clear that in the negotiations each demanded changes. Agreement fiwould put its primary concern first.
nally came at the sixth meeting after
Lebanese officials in Beirut said Philip Habib, Reagan's chief Middle
when the Israeli, Lebanese and Amer- East envoy, arrived from Washington
ican negotiators get down to business with word the president was growing
at their next meeting Monday, their impatient and wanted an end to the
delegation would propose a compre- deadlock.
hensive plan for withdrawal of all
The Lebanese concessions included
Israeli troops from Lebanon.
agreeing to negotiate a formal end to
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sha- the state of war between Israel and
ron said he was sure the negotiators Lebanon. Previously Lebanon argued
"will arrive at security arrangements that no state of war existed, and that
and normalization as the first stage to the armistice machinery dating back
peace between Israel and Lebanon." to the 1948 Arab-Israeli war could
handle border problems.
THROUGH FOUR semi-weekly
meetings in this northern Israeli town
ANOTHER LEBANESE concession
and the south Beirut suburb of was agreement to the inclusion of

such peace-inducing elements as
trade, open borders and an end to
hostile propaganda.
Israel compromised by dropping its
demand that "normalization of relations" be included in the agenda.
Lebanon rejected the word "normalization" because it feared this would
alienate the Arab oil countries it
wants reconstruction money from.
They said the withdrawal plan the
Lebanese would propose at the negotiating session Monday in Khalde
would include a timetable and would
declare Lebanon ready to negotiate
security arrangements to facilitate
the pullout of the estimated 25,000
Israeli soldiers in central and southern Lebanon.
They said Lebanon also would
pledge to negotiate withdrawal of the
estimated 6.000 to 10,000 Palestinian
Kerrillas in northern and eastern
banon before the Israeli pullout and
to negotiate withdrawal of the estimated 30,000 Syrian troops in eastern
and northern Lebanon simultaneously
with the Israeli withdrawal.

G News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Loan program faces loss
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

MARTINI SAID Wednesday that
though the government allocates a
fair amount of money to the programs, he disagrees with denying
students loans because of delinquency
on the part of students in the past.
Default borrowers are subject to
possible penalty fees, higher interest
rates and the cancellation of all University services such as the release of
transcripts, Emch said. She added
that in a few cases it is necessary to
bring in a collection agency or take
the borrower to court.
The University's rate of default
NDSL borrowers is currently 2.27
percent, down from a 3.2 percent past
default rate, Martini said. This translates to 234 delinquent University
borrowers, Emch added.
The University's rate is substantially lower than the national average
of 15.37 percent, Emch said. She
added that the University's rate is
also exceptional in comparison with
Ohio State's 8.29 percent, Miami University's 8.53 percent and the University of Toledo's 8.13 percent.

The National Direct Student Loan
program (NDSL) is facing a potential
loss of $888 million as a result of
default payments by individual borrowers, according to Joseph Martini,
University bursar.
This potential loss has been determined by the federal government due
to the number of borrowers behind in
payment as of June 30, 1981, Laura
Emch, assistant bursar for student
loan collection, said. The actual default loss as of that date is in excess of
$640 million, she added.
"The federal government has reacted (to the potential loss) by banning
hundreds of schools from the loan
program. And pressure is mounting
tor cuts across-the-board," Martini
said in a guest opinion televised Friday, January 7 ,by Toledo's WTVG.
He also said he feels the federal
government's emphasis "should be on
tighter screening and collecting of
loans and not on denying needy students the opportunity for higher education."
EMCH SAID these figures may be

deceiving because of a provision
made by the federal government stating that a university can pass the
burden of default notes on to the
government who then takes care of
the collection process. Many universities have done this, she added, making their default rates appear much
lower.
The University has never assigned
notes to the government, making the
2.27 percent rate a truer figure than
other universities that have assigned
thousands, Emch said.
The government loans NDSL
money to universities under the provision that the institution collects the
money loaned out at a certain percentage rate each year, Emch said.
Each year the government allocates money to universities based on
the percentage collected back by that
institution the previous year. If the
mandated percentage was not met in
the previous year, the institution then
receives less money, she added.
Martini credits the University's hiring of an additional staff as one of the
reasons for the low default rate. The
see BURSAR page 4

Dean recalls civil rights leader

NEWS IN BRIEF

by June Remley

The Student Consumer Union is
offering business majors a possible
alternative to high book prices
through the use of a University
book board.
The book board was designed by
the Consumer's Projects Committee of the SCU to help alleviate high
book prices.
"The idea is to let the students do
everything themselves. We're just
providing a more centralized service," Jeff Ensman, director of the
project, said. All book transfers
ana money transactions are handled directly by the students.
The book board is located on the
first foor of the Business Administration Building. The board is divided between business
departments and class levels.
Cards are available for students to
list facts regarding the condition
and sale of books.

staff reporter

Dr. Mary Edmonds

BG News Photo/Palrick Sandor

They sat in a Howard Johnson's
near Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, in 1961, Dr.
Mary Edmonds remembers.
"I was sitting with my back to
the window and he was sitting
opposite. He was holding my
daughter, who was eating everything on his plate And I said to him
jokingly, 'I could be a sitting duck
for you,' and he said very seriously, 'When they get me, and
they will, it won't be anybody else.
Just me.'"
The man was Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Edmonds, dean of Health and
Community Services, met King
when he was about 22, but their
association began with their parents, all of whom attended Atlanta
University.
"We interacted all the time,"
Edmonds said, adding that her
brother, Dr. Samuel McKinney of
Seattle, Washington, was a close
friend of King's.
Edmonds describes the famous
civil rights leader from a friend's
perspective. "He was just a nice,
warm, little short guy ... in a
room of folks you wouldn't pick
him out, especially. Until he
opened his mouth. Then you knew
he was exceptional."
KING GRADUATED from Moo-

rehouse College, the undergraduate men's college at Atlanta
University, while soil in his teens.
"He was one of those smarties
... really in the philosophical
realm, so that sometimes we didn't
know what he was talking about, it
was so far above our heads," Edmonds said.
After college. King attended a
theological seminary and Boston
University, but did not lose touch
with Edmonds' family. Before presenting the oral defense of his
dissertation at Boston University,
King spoke with Edmonds' sister,
who also attended Boston University.
"He was a nervous wreck," Edmonds said. "And he said 'Now you
stay right there till I come out.'
And when be came out he had a
little swagger, and he said, 'piece a
cake'."
Edmonds knew King during his
college days, in the pre-civil rights
period and before his ideals were
formulated, she said. Later, he lost
touch with her family, but often
communicated with her brother in
Seattle.
Ten years later, Edmonds saw
him again. "All of his ideas were
formulated then. He sincerely believed in everything be said and
did."
EDMONDS CITED the Rosa
Parks incident and the Montgomery Boycott as two events which

made King famous. Rosa Parks, a
black bus passenger, refused to
give her seat to white passengers
and move to the back of the bus.
Parks was arrested, and the Montgomery Boycott began when,
across the city, blacks stopped
using mass transportation in protest.
"Since they (blacks) were the
major users of the buses, you can
see what that did," Edmonds said.
King, a Montgomery minister,
emerged as leader of the protest,
according to Edmonds.
"He happened to be there at the
right time ... had he not been
there, we might still be pushed to
the back of the buses." she said.
From there, King became a famous civil rights leader, and despite his well-known dynamic
personality, Edmonds said he must
have missed privacy.
"I think he (would have) preferred not to have been in the
limelight so much," she said. "He
really liked to roll up his sleeves
and eat soul food and rap with his
friends."
KING SOON needed constant
protection by bodyguards, Edmonds said. However, he told
friends he thought he would be
killed.
"After that woman stabbed him
in New York, and the death threats
and the FBI investigations ..."
see KINO page 3

SCU book sale

Weather
Periods of snow today. High in the

mid-303. Possible heavy snow tonight with a low in the high teens.

Inside

-"Life style" offers an unusual
selection. See page 1
-Bowling Green's second-ranked
hockey team entertains ex-BG
asst. coach Bill Wilkingson's Western Michigan Broncos this weekend at the Ice Arena. See page 7.
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The recent manuevering by Governor Celeste and
members of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(PUCO) is an example of the type of behavior the
citizens of this state can do without.
It started when all three members of the PUCO
resigned on Tuesday, just hours before a reform bill
took affect which would have required them to wait two
years before representing utility companies before the
PUCO.
After forcing the resignations of all the commissioners as he had promised to do during his campaign,
Celeste immediately reappointed one of them as the
chairman. Michael Del Bane's resignation and reapKintment netted him a $19,000 salary increase. It
rdly seems coincidental that Del Bane is a longtime
friend of one of Celeste's most influential advisors, Ohio
House Speaker Vernal G. Riffe.
Celeste then appointed William H. Brooks to the
commission once again iust hours before the reform bill
would take affect. This time the provision being skirted
requires all appointees to be nominated by special
board.
Voters were also given a hint of broken promises to
come in a statement by Celeste. After promising to open
the utility companies books to public scrutiny and to
keep utility prices down during the campaign, Celeste
began his term of office by warning against unrealistic
expectations of consumers.
The PUCO is one of the most important state agencies
in existence. It is not something with which to play
politics. Actions like Celeste's show all too clearly what
a poor choice voters made when they decided against
direct elections. We hope they are not also pointing out a
poor choice for governor.

Occupying forces
lose their morality
COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
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government, it was said, must not
employ people so easily levered into
disloyalty by the threat of exposure.
One answer to that line of thought
was to say, "Decriminalize homosexuality; wen there would be no legal
threat usable against government
employees." But the matter was not
so easily resolved. Criminal charges
aside, there would remain social stigmata.
The interesting thing about the
American attitude was its argument
entirely from hypothesis, not from
fact. I do not know that what "should"
have happened to homosexuals actually did happen, with any regularity.
A nexus has been evident between
homosexuality and treason, but that
was in England, where homosexuality
was not used to blackmail men into
disloyalty; rather, it was a recruiting
device for those who felt "at odds"
with society on many grounds - and
the only way to suppress that kind of
"deviation" is to suppress all dissent
or eccentricity.
But now another political use of
homosexuality has come to light once again, in Britain. This does seem
to prove homosexuals are liable to
blackmail; but it tells us something
more immediate and frightening
about the nature of occupying forces.
British intelligence, operating in
Northern Ireknd independent of the
native police (the Royal Ulster Constabulary), discovered that masters
in boys schools were forcing their

There is an approach to solving
problems in this world known as the
rrullionaire's solution. This approach
involves throwing huge amounts of

COMMENTARY

PCJCO is not the place
to play political games

The basis for a ban on homosexuals
in government was, during the McCarthy period, the homosexuals'putative vulnerability to blackmail. The

Pentagon ineptitude revealed
by Richard L. Fans
..■■■mi,.

—

money at a problem in hopes the
sheer weight of the dollars involved
will solve It.
Liberals have long been accusing
President Reagan and the Pentagon
of using this approach to our supposed
defense problems. However, recently
one of Washington's most conservative research organizations and a
group of Pentagon civil servants have
Independently come to the same conclusions.
In a story broken by Jack Anderson
in his Tuesday column and supported
by a New York Times article on
Wednesday two separate studies of
Pentagon weapons systems were discovered. Both of the reports severely
criticized the way military budgets
are established and enacted.
The first study was conducted by
the Heratage Foundation, a Washington research organization which has
always been considered staunchly
conservative and is said to have
strongties to the Reagan administration. The Defense Department called
the Heratage study, which used only
official Defense Department statistics, ill-informed. However. Richard
Holwill, the foundation's vice president asserted that the report was
taken seriously enough to be discussed at an "in-depth White House
meeting."
The other study was finished late
last year by career civil servants
from the Defense Department, but
was surpressed until now by other
officials within the department. These
officials went so far as to deny the
existence of the report at one point.
Some of the weapons systems criticized in the reports are:
• The Army's major new system is
DIVAD, the division air defense gun.
They consider this radar and computer aimed weapon successful if it
can knock out a stationary helicopter
at treetop level - quite a unique sight
in a combat situation. The reports not
only questioned this, but also the
ability of the radar and computer to
survive the rigors of combat.
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admission to courses that are already
full; courses for which there is no
space unless someone else drops. In
order to be fair and consistent, the
Department utilizes an established
priority system that admits students
as space becomes available only
according to specified criteria, essentially based upon class rank and requirements tor graduation. This
information is politely, clearly and
consistently conveyed to students by
the secretary processing applications
for admission to closed sections. Yet,
many students, understandably frustrated, are unwilling to accept this
procedure, become angry, and perhaps without realizing it become abusive and rude themselves. Our
secretaries take a great deal of unf air
abuse in attempting to implement a
fair and reasonable policy in a situation created by a scheduling system
for which they are not responsible and
cannot correct.
The faculty of the Department of
Economics has the second highest
teaching load in the University.
According to Ohio Board of Regents
standards, we are eight faculty short
with this teaching load. We cannot
accommodate more students than we
are now servicing. We wish we could
add more classes so that all students
could take their economics classes at
the time they desire.
In Mr. Parcell's case, he wished to
change to a class for which there was
no space available. His priority was

charges to have sexual relations with
them. Homosexuality was at that
The Resident Student Association is
time a criminal offense - and, even
now, it is illegal with minors. But the a campus-wide organization designed
English spies did not tell their Ulster to unite the residence halls into one
counterparts what was happening. on-campus population of the UniverSince some of the schoolmasters were sity. Each residence hall has a set
political activists, they were re- number of representatives, as written
cruited to gather information for the in our Constitution. RSA is an organiEnglish - and left to their evil prac- zation for on-campus students, by oncampus students to deal with the
tices while doing so.
When the Ulster police finally hap- problems of and program for the onpened on the boys-school crimes, two campus student.
Our activities and projects during
of the men the English police had used
were murdered (a third is in prison the fall semester included the Spirit
now for child rape). The information Chain for Homecoming and
about the activities of British intelli- Championship Spirit Weekendfor our
fence was leaked to the Sunday last home game in which the Bowling
imes in London. It is part of a report Green Falcons clinched the Midbeing prepared for James Prior, the American Conference title. The Spirit
secretary of state for Northern Ire- Chain was a huge success, with apland. It was leaked, presumably, lest proximately 2500 links being sold
the English cover up their own manip- throughout the campus. The winner,
ulation of the government in Belfast. Harshman Quad, won the plaque.
The natives were to be played off Championship Spirit Weekend was
against each other in best colonial another success. Bromfield bad the
fashion - even though the official most residents attend the game and
British line is that these natives are was presented with a game football
by representatives of the Bowling
the queen's fellow countrymen.
The English are a civilized, humane Green Falcons.
Several big things are coming up
people. So are the Israelis. But corruption is almost impossible to avoid during Spring Semester, including
within occupying armies. The exer- our annual Residence Hall Week, a
tion of force on outers undermines the week of activities designed for those
living in residence halls.
morality of those exerting it.
If you live in a residence hall or
The vicious killing of the IRA has
prompted an understandable revul- greek unit, you are a member of RSA. HOTEL AMERICA
sion in England, and made it popular RSA needs your support. The events
to say that London can never deal RSA plans and the issues RSA diswith the party favoring independence cusses are oriented toward you. If you
(Sinn Fein), precisely as Israel has live on campus and would like to see
said it will not deal with the PLO there what we do, you are always welcome
are both moral and practical argu- to attend meetings, held Monday
ments for such a stance. The trouble nights at 7 p.m. in 220 McFall Center,
with maintaining it, however, is that and air your ideas and opinions.
it causes the occupiers to remain, to
Rise Anne Dulski, Secretary
their own detriment. It is an odd kind
of morality that overthrows the moral
Resident Student Association
(as well as the morale) of one's own
troops.

Economics secretary
defended by chairman
Editor
Monoglng Editor

• The Navy's new anti-ship missile
is the Tomahawk. This technological
wonder can only be aimed at stationary targets and has only been partially successful in flight tests.
oThe Navy's air defense systems
are said to leave our ships "dangerously lacking" in protection. These
are the F-14 Pheonix and the Aegis
escort veasles. The F-14's cost $50
million apiece while the Aegis vessels
cost f 1 billion each. The Navy doesn't
have enough money to even test these
systems much less buy enough to
protect our fleets. Both systems also
use strong radar signals which can
attract enemy missiles before they
can be detected.
• The Air Force is using missiles
which the reports call "inherently
less reliable than cannons." Some of
the new heat seeking missiles have
even destroyed the planes that
launched them in tests.
o More than 90 percent of the
Army's new anti-tank weapons are
ineffective in actual combat situations. These weapons can hit an
enemy tank at 3,500 meters but do not
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Your headline "Economics Secretary Behaves Rudely" conveys a conclusion rather than a report of an
allfgyti"" Is this appropriate for an
objective newspaper when a disgruntled student rpresents only "bis
side of the story?'
The Department of Economics
sympathizes with the large number of
students who are victims of an inefficient scheduling system which the
University seems to be in no hurry to
repair. Each term, the Department,
for a period of four weeks must devote
the full time of a secretary to accommodate hordes of students seeking

The Pentagon has grown so fat that
work at close range. With tanks (bat
travel 60 miles an hour we can hardly it can no longer see the feet it runs
expect them to keep their distance with. The inadequacies of the U.S.
long enough to be picked off by these military which Reagan points to so
often are not the result of under-fundweapons.
The weapons systems described ing over the years. Rather, they are
here represent a major part of Rea- the result of corrupt and incompetent
gan's build-up of conventional forces. military leaders who have become far
This is the program which he has too secure in their jobs.
repeatedly told us is so vital to our
The massive cvts in social pronational security and so important for grams used to fund Reagan's military
averting nuclear war. The Heratage buildup were a crime against society.
study concluded "The Reagan budget The facts uncovered in these two
increases have not changed the un- reports show nothing less than treahealthy trends in US. defense capabi- sonous use of these funds.
Strong conventional forces are the
lities. Budget pressure due to
slrnultanlous growth of both acquisi- only protection the American people
tion costs and readiness requirements have against nuclear holocaust. Reaeats up all funding increases. More gan's penchant for imperialism has
spending in the usual manner on the led us perilously close to blundering
usual kinds of programs would only into a war. If this ever happens then a
raise the level at which the internal victory through conventional means
is the only thing to keep Reagan from
cancer consumes resources."
Both studies conclude that current pushing the button to save us all from
Pentagon methods of planning and the Red-Menace.
budgeting need massive reform.
It seems the only thins capable of
Throwing more money at these prob- saving us now is a complete purging
lems as Reagan proposes will not of the military establishment - beginning with the cornmander-in-chief
solve them.

W.

low because be was already enrolled
in another section of the class. He was
politely informed of this. If be felt he
was rudely treated, be should ask
himself if his behavior did not Itself
cause a response by the secretary
which he interpreted to be curt.
B.jv.r. D. Mabry, Chair
Department ol Economic.

Editors Note: Headlines contained
within the letters section are intended
to describe the content of the letters.
They in no way represent an endorsement by the News of the Ideas ex-

Insurance department
deserves much praise
Most letters sent to the BG News for
publication are letters of complaints
or urges for changes. I am not condoning this. These letters, whether they
seem far-fetched or not. arouse dormant opinions and thoughts which get
this campus ■blinking! I, however,
would like to use this column as a
positive tool to recognise the concerned efforts of the Finance and
Insurance Dept. (in the College of
Business) in helping a student who's
been closed out of a class.
As a victim of a computer error my
junior class rank was surprisingly

dropped one grade level which "restricted" me from taking several of
my required classes! To say the least.
I was unsuccessful at drop/add and
very firmly told that "It is not our
fault!" from the marketing dept.
(The dept. of my chosen major). Oh
well, the "coldness" of business lurks
in the Business School.
But wait!...there was one department that did care and tried to lessen
the effects of this, dilemma for the
students. The Finance and Insurance
Dept. added three new sections for
Finance 300. The secretary was extremely pleasant, although her day
had been cluttered with students demanding closed course cards. She had
informed me that the extra sections
were added because the dept. had
turned away some 300 students (not
necessarily all students hurt by the
computer error).
I want to express my "thanks" for
your efforts and awareness of the
"closed course syndrome" on campus.
Linda Haverstraw
308 Prout

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments reganUruj
articles in The News or important issues concerning the UniversTty and its
community.
Letters and guest columns should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and Signed
Please Include your add)
number for verification.

by John Ambrosavoge
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Elevator:

University project improves facilities
by Marcla Sloan
assistant managing editor

The last of a three-part priority
series concerning the University's
handicapped facilities is being
completed in University Hall.
The project, which involves the
renovation of an old freight elevator, will make classrooms in University Hall accessible to
handicapped students.
According to Ray Buckholz, assistant to the University architect,
the new elevator will be in accordance with the State of Ohio's
guidelines for facilities for the
Handicapped.
"We're not required by law to
update the facilities for the handicapped, but it's something we're
choosing to do," he said. "This
elevator was the third priority in
our series to make facilities more
available to the students."
Buckholz said the first two priorities, which were completed between 1975 and 1982, were curb

cuts, ramps and entrance doors,
and restroom and drinking fountain modifications.
"In 1975 the state allocated $340,000 for the University to upgrade
our facilities for the handicapped,"
he said. "Most of the money was
spent during the completion of the
first two priorities."
HE ADDED that by the completion
of the final project, the original
allocation will be used up.
Buckholz said the cost for the
renovation of the elevator, which is
being done on a state bid by Mosser
Construction, is $125,000.
Although the renovation is being
done for the benefit of handicapped
students, Buckholz said the elevator will be open to the general
public as well.
"This project is being done with
the handicapped in mind, but in no
way will it be restricted for their
use only," he said. "Anyone will be
able to use it."

According to Jan SkottBey, director of Handicapped Services,
there are 150 handicapped students
on campus who will now be able to
attend classes in University Hall.
"I think it was something the
handicapped students wanted and
I'm really pleased that this is being
done," she said. "Now, they can
have classes in University Hall,
and they'll also be able to attend
events in the Main Auditorium on
second floor."
The project, which was started
during November, is to be completed by the end of March, but
Buckholz said due to rock drilling,
the construction has been slightly
delayed.
"They're behind somewhat in the
drilling because of the confined
shaft," he said. "They have about
eight more feet of rock to drill
before they can start on the elevator."

Unemployment rises again

Numbers increase after declining
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some 550,000
Americans applied for unemployment
benefits in the last week of 1982, a
spurt of 35,000 over the previous week
and a reversal of the short decline
that had heartened some economists.
The Labor Department reported
yesterday that for the first time in
five weeks, there also was a rise in the
insured unemployment rate - the proKrtion of the ill million-member
S. labor force drawing jobless relief
checks. It climbed from 4.9 percent to
5.0 percent in the week ending Jan. 1.
Some private economists had cited
a trend of declining applications for
unemployment benefits in recent
weeks as signaling a peaking of job-
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Edmonds said. "You have a proponent of non-violence recognizing that
he would probably have a violent end
...it's very sal":
'.V/.

lessness, which stood at 10.8 percent
in December, the highest since 1940.
The department's Employment and
Training Administration said, however, the total number of jobless
workers drawing regular unemployment benefits under state-run programs rose by 13,000. to 4,338,000, in
the week ending Christmas day, following a sharp decline of 168,000 the
previous week.
"It's always important to read
these reports carefully because they
are so volatile," cautioned Donald
Strazheim, vice president and chief
economist of Wharton Econometrics
in Philadelphia. "We still think it is
too early to be optimistic" about the

chances for any lasting relief from
rising joblessness, he said.
DAVID ERNST of Evans Economics Inc., a forecasting firm based in
the nation's capital, said declining
claims for jobless benefits in recent
weeks "may have been interpreted as
too encouraging.
"I wouldn t want to read too much
into this one week, but I wouldn't be
surprised to see it (the overall unemployment rate) hit 11 percent," Ernst
said. "I would have to say there's
more bad news ahead on the employment front"
Private economists have said that
while the weekly first-time claims
figures might indicate relative health

Edmonds mentioned King's speech the mountain, but I may not live to see
"I've been to the mountain" as his my dream realized,' " Edmonds said.
prediction of violent death.
"He dreamed that one day his chil;.'"WI^l.hli!W^Wwas 'I've been to dren would be accepted just as white
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Two employees of the Davis & Newcomer Construction Co.

or weakness in the labor market, the
statistics tend to bounce up and down,
making it difficult to interpret them
as clear employment indicators.
Some 340,500 people were getting
additional unemployment compensation in a dozen states under a joint
federal-state program extending their
benefits for 13 extra weeks, a decline
of 17,700 from the previous week. And
approximately 653,300 Americans
who had exhausted regular and extended benefits were drawing additional jobless relief checks financed
under the Federal Supplemental
Compensation Act, a one-tune special
benefit program enacted by Congress
last August.

children are," Edmonds said. "If
Martin were here, I'm sure he'd still
be saying 'Keep the faith. The dream
is not impossible. Don't give up on the
dream.'"

Revenues decline
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -Revenue
flowing into Ohio tax coffers during
December was $19.3 million below
what had been expected, a Legislative
Budget Office report showed Thursday.
The decline was led by a sharp drop
in the non-auto sales tax, but was
offset somewhat by slight improvements in the public utility and
auto sales taxes.
Meanwhile, Senate President Harry
Meshel said state government "may
very well" face spending cuts of up to
$300 million to balance its budget by
the June 30 end of the current fiscal
year.
"We're in serious straits. The economy just has not helped us at all,"
Meshel, D-Youngstown, said.
"Frankly I can foresee some reductions in state spending ... in order to
balance the books."
Continuing a surcharge on the state
income tax past its scheduled March
31 expiration date already is considered certain by lawmakers. But extending it would generate less than
$200 million of the income needed to
deal with what- is projected to be a
deficit of almost $SO0 million.

MESCHEL SAID no serious thought
has been given to increasing taxes
beyond the level of the temporary
surcharge, raising the prospect of big
spending cuts in the last half of the
fiscal year.
Meshel said he expected Celeste to
outline his proposal for dealing with
the problem next month.
"I think during the month of February there'll be a proposal made by
the governor to deal with the shortfall," Meshel said. He and House
Speaker Vernal Riffe Jr. met with
Celeste Wednesday.
THE LEGISLATIVE BUDGET report of general revenue fund income
tor December showed the non-auto
sales tax yielded $144.6 million, $19.7
million below earlier estimates.
Total general fund income for the
month was $19.3 million below estimates compared to a shortage of $27.5
million for November.
But for the fiscal year-to-date, state
government income was $66.3 million
below expectations at the end of December compared to $45.2 million at
the end of November.

DAYTONA
BEACH
Spring Break
For a good time, reserve your seat now!
Trip includes: numerous discounts, round trip motor coach

• March 25 - ADHI 3, 1983
• $185.00 per person/six person room
All six must be present when registering

• $199.00 per person/four person
room
• Staying at the Plaza Hotel —
Right on the ocean, 4 bars, voted 01 by college students in 1982

• Sign up deadline March 1, 1983
—$50.00 deposit due upon sign-up
—Final Payment due March 1

WIN 2 FREE DAYTONA BEACH TRIPS FROMENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE AT 1470 E. WOOSTER.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO ONLY

m.

Don't blow it and go on a lower quality trip
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Store supplies surplus
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

Derek Crane

Kakhis and backpacks,
surgical scrub gear and
Ike Jackets are all part of
the store's inventory, and
the new business in town
attempts to cater to every
person's "Life style."
"Life style", located at
904 E. Wooster St., is,
according to -co-owner
Derek Crane, an army surplus store that specializes
in European-type surplus.
"We tried to think of
something that would
cater to every frontier,"
Crane said. He also added
that the name "Life Style"
was chosen because it reflected the store's ability to
serve people of all different life styles.
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staff works three nights a
week and Saturday mornings making collection
calls. He also gives credit
to those students who have
made their payments on
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9 am-midnight
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March 26 - April 3

Center
Cooper
Club
LIFT
Family Plan
Under 7

noon-9 pm
noon-2, 58 pm
2 5 pm
S3 anytime
noon-9 pm
2 5 pm*

10 am • 10 pm
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2-8 pm
S3 anytime
noon - 9 pm
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7 am-2 pm. 5-10 pm
9 am-2 pm, 5-10 pm
7 am-2 pm, 5-9 pm
9 am-9 pm
noon-10 pm

4-8 pm"

time.
The NDSL is granted on
the basis of need in sums
up to $400. The note is to be
paid off at a rate of not less
than $90 a month in not
more than ten years.
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Spring Semester Hours

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

triple stitched. Designer
clothes are what we call
'designer single stitched.'
We have a lot of quality
clothes that the government bought for it's men,"
he said. He also said that
some of the merchandise
in the store is out of New
York and ultimately their
clothes are of better quality and are more comfortable than designer clothes.
"We're trying to stay in
the comfortable clothes
market. You can't move in
Calvin Kleins like you can
in these clothes," he said.
Crane added that Life
Style has one of the best
"OUR. PRICES are rea- locations in the area, and
sonable and people see it," enjoys the fact that the
Crane said, adding that store is located in an area
"most military clothes are where there is a large turn-

Bursar

Student
Recreation
Center

Center Hours:

Crane and co-owner Cliff
Catham wanted to start a
new business because both
had been laid off from previous jobs and needed to
find work.
"When you're laid off,
you look for something
else," Crane said.
"There's none here (surplus stores) so you have to
realize the need," he
added.
Crane, woo attended the
University in 1971, feels
that he and his partner
have some advantages
over some other stores in
the area.
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WHEN the two got into
retailing, neither Crane
nor Catham had very
much experience in business, so they turned to University resources.
"We went to the University business department
and they set us up with
students," Crane said.
"They set up a bookkeeping system for us arid
helped us with inventory,"
he added.
"Our first goal was to get
the door open," he said.
"Then we wanted the sign,
and we've got the sign.''

LONDON, Ohio (AP)-A
Madison County judge
yesterday denied an
llth-hour bid by farmer
Douglas Dailey to block
Friday's scheduled
sheriffs auction of his
191-acre farm.
The Production Credit
Association foreclosed
on Dailey after determining he could not repay a $400,000 loan.
Efforts this week to renegotiate failed.
The farmer filed his
motion in Madison
County Common Pleas
Court, contending that
the sheriffs sale should
be stojSped because one
of the people who appraised the property
was related to an official of the Columbus
PCA.
But Common Pleas
Judge Robert D. Nichols

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
new chairman of U.S.
Chamber of Commerce
Wednesday brushed aside
President Reagan's appeal
for each business to hire
one unemployed worker,
saying "It is probably a
good idea - but nothing
more than a good idea."
"I guess," Robert
Thompson said, "the president made the proposal in
good faith." But he dis-

missed any thought that
his board would endorse
such a program for the
chamber's 250,000 member
firms.
"This gives the press
something to chortle
about," Thompson said of
the Reagan appeal. His
remarks came in a get-acquainted session with reporters.
During a Dec. 23 press
briefing at the White

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagel:

JACK'S
BAKERY
Buy 12 Bagels get 4 FREE
Buy 6 Bagels get 2 FREE
I44K E. Wooun Si.
Behind Findci'. Eau
HouriM-F8-lOSai. & Sun l-IO
Present m.5 coupon

354-1001

E«p«e» 1-15-83
»
Cakes Fudge Choc. Mouese Cheeaecake Bagels *

House, Reagan was asked
what he planned to do
about the post-Depression
record 10.8 percent unemployment, which has left
some 12 million Americans
out of work.
He suggested the business community could contribute mightily if only
each firm would hire one
unemployed person.
"I know that there are
some businesses that,
themselves, are faced with
troubles and cannot do
this," Reagan said. "But
there must be others that
could probably take even
more than one."
REAGAN WAS ASKED
at his nationally broadcast
news conference last week
what kind of response he
was getting to his idea.
"I cannot say that I have
suddenly received - well, it
has not been long enough to
receive mail - that I nave
received a flood," he replied. "I have had comments made to me by
people who approved of
that. And some of them
from businessmen who

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
Stop in and see our Customized Apparel
The Friendly Place...
•
•
•
•
•

Many BG Logos
Greek Letters
Greeting cards
Groceries
School supplies
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Aerati fraai KaM Hall
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"Travel with the Best"
tpbbit travel &
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The Key,
BGSU's yearbook,

BEACH

is looking

SAVE MONEY..BUS TOUR!
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Spend your spring break in Daylona, Florida with
some extra money to spare. Your travel time la a
little longer, but the savings mayiuat be worth
the time...

for writers,
photographers,
artists, designers?
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office help. Paid
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$165

March 25 - Apr! 3
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said the argument
lacked merit, noting
that the appraiser was
one of a team of three
who valued Dailey's
farm at $1,100 an acre
Dec. 1,1962.
Meanwhile, an official
of the Columbus Production Credit Association said proceeds of the
Friday auction won't go
to the PCA but to the
Federal Land Bank Association.
"We don't anticipate
getting a penny out of
this," Don Johnson, Columbus PCA president,
told The Columbus Dispatch.
If the auction is held
Friday, Dick Dailey
said he expected more
than 100 farmers to rally
to his brother's cause.

Chairman doubts hire proposal

203 North mQ|ft
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over of people each year.
"This is one of the best
locations in Bowling Green
as far as I'm concerned,"
he said.

Judge denies bid

MIKE HART 352-9182

have said that it has
caused them to think, and
that they are going to give
that some thought."
Presidential Counselor
Edwin Meese had said in
December, when Reagan
first broached the idea,
that the hiring program
was one begun by the Rev.
Leon Sullivan, founder of a
job training program
called Opportunities Industrialization Cento in Philadelphia.
"It's been a tremendous
success (in Philadelphia),
and it's now moving from
city to city," Meese said at
the time. "While I don't
know that it would wipe out
unemployment, it certainly would make a real
dent and would provide a
lot of jobs, and most companies could do that."
Thompson, a Greenville,
S.C. lawyer who has
headed the chamber's labor relations committee, is
succeeding J. Paul
Thayer, who resigned earlier this month to become
Reagan's deputy secretary"
of defense:

Democrat
resigns
as chair
CINCINNATI (AP) - Paul
Tipps said Thursday he
will step down as Ohio
Democratic Party chairman Jan. 28.
Jamea Ruvolo, the party's executive director,
said he has been assured
he will succeed Tipps, of
Cincinnati, who has held
the post nine years.
Ruvolo said a special
Democratic State Central
Comrnittee meeting will be
held in the Columbus Sheraton Plaza Hotel Jan. 28 to
name Tipps' successor.
Ruvolo said he has the
backing of Gov. Richard
Celeste for the party
chairmanship.
Tip your
Pizza man
—generously
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Aldred: GSS, hall director, student
by Mary Jo McVay
*taff reporter
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Karen Aldred

Deaths from lung
cancer increasing
NEW YORK (AP) - While
death rates for most major
cancers level off or decline, lung cancer is running "spectacularly
counter to trend" and will
kill 117,000 Americans this
year - 6,000 more than last
year, the American Cancer
Society reported yesterday.
In its projections for
1963, the society said lung
cancer's "relentless rise"
would produce an estimated 135,000 new cases.
Cigarette smoking
causes more than 75 percent of all lung cancer
deaths, the report said - 83
percent among men and 43
percent among women.
While the society noted the
number of smokers is declining, it said government
statistics show smokers
are smoking more heavily.
Only 9 percent of all lung
cancer patients live five
years or more after the
disease is discovered and
diagnosed, the society
said.
The society said only 14
of the 37 forms of cancer
for which it makes annual
forecasts are expected to
result in more deaths this
year than last
Breast cancer, the leading cause of cancer death
in women, was expected to
result in 37,500 deaths in
1963 - 200 more than in
1962.
For two forms of cancer
- non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and Invasive cancer of the cervix - the
society anticipated fewer
deaths than in 1962. For 21
other types, the projec-

tions remained the same
as for 1962.
Information used to compile the latest booklet
comes from the National
Cancer Institute's gathering data program called
SEER, standing for Surveillance, Epidemiology
and End Results.
The society estimated
that 855,000 Americans
would learn this year that
they have cancer, not
counting 400,000 cases of
superficial skin cancer
which are "easy to detect
and treat," the report said.
About 440,000 people will
die of cancer, 9,000 more
than last year.
BUT UNLIKE the 1960s
and '70s, when only one in
every three survived five
years or more after diagnosis, the society reported
that the prospect now is
that three patients in every
eight will survive five
years or more. So an estimated 320,000 of this year's
cancer patients are expected to survive that long,
the report said.

The phone rang at 7 s.m.
Karen Aldred was told
she had to fill in for the
past president of Graduate
Student Senate at the
Board of Trustees meeting
that morning. Having
never appeared before that
body, the graduate student
in college student personnel was anxious to make a
good impression.
The night before, she
chaperoned a 50s sock hop
and went to bed at 3 a.m.
On four hours sleep, she
got up, took a quick
shower, put on her suit and
went to the meeting.
"After I gave my report,
I sat down and got a note
passed to me from one of
my friends," Aldred remembers. "I'd forgotten to
take the makeup hickey off
the side of my neck!
"I had on a bright white
suit and looked all nice and
official and I have this
huge makeup hickey on the
side of my neck. Only a
hall director would have to

YEAR END SALE

dents at a private women's
college in New England.
"Its really funny because every time I come to
a new place, I say, 'This
time I'm just going to be
Joe Schmoe,' " Aldred
said. " 'I'm not going to get
involved.' Well...
"I went to college (at
Fitchburg State College in
Massachusetts) and I was
just going to be a runner
and a nobody. Then I became an RA, became president of our Residence
Halls' Association, became
president of the Massachusetts Association of Medical Technologists.
"So then I came to Bowling Green so I could be Just
a grad student."
She then was elected as a
representative to GSS.
Later, she was elected GSS
President.

The 24-year-old Aldred,
who comes from Boston,
has resigned herself to always being active. This
will be true in the future if
she achieves her goal of
becoming a Dean of Stu-

ALTHOUGH most people would be totally worn
out after a single day on
Aldred's schedule without
any added physical exercise other than walking to
and from all the meetings,
she said if she does not get

In her hour of personal
time when she works out,
her day becomes very frustrated.
"That's generally the
time when I let off some
steam and some frustrations. Athletics has really
helped me combat some of
the* i frustrations," she
added.
Of her experiences as
president of GSS, Aldred
said the most valuable
thing is "the understanding of the faculty's role in
the institution."
Combining GSS with being a hall director has been
an asset according to
Aldred because it helps her
understand many sides of
the same situation - from
the administrative to the
problems of scared freshmen.
But she added there is
pressure connected with
both, as she always feels
she has to be a role model.

Washinjton,(AP)-President Reagan decided
Wednesday to propose a
"sub-minimun wage" under which businesses could
pay teen-agers $2.50 -65
cents less than the current
minimum wage - administration sources said. The
lower wage could be paid
only for summer jobs.

ployment, according to the
sources.
These sources, who insisted on anonymity, said
sub-minimum wage jobs
would be available to as
many as a half million
teen-agers, but only during
the summer months. This
limitation apparently is designed to head off stiff opposition by congressional
Democrats and organinzed
labor.
The current minimum
wage, for adults and teenagers both, is $3.35 an
hour.

The proposal, debated
and approved at a cabinet
council meeting, is one of
several administration initiatives which officials
hope will curb high unem-
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BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD
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The only restaurant
in N.W. Ohio that
has an Adult Slide
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SMEDLAPS

Barbeque Beef Ribs
Strip Steak 8 oz.
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Swiss Steak
Seafood Platter

Take
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PMdtor's Uey Wll«v*«
878-0261

SINGLE LOAD WASH I
w/Coupon 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
EAST MERRY

We conduct innovative count* to help the recently graduated nurse bridge the transit** from nursing school to
the hospital environment W* pwrid* comprehensive
orientation for Uw experienced RN, at well at continual
in*enr« education tailored to each wdrviduals needs.
We offer an excellent starting salary pint a coraprehentmjpaid benefit program. YOB nay ebon* Monday thru
Friday acheduliar on s variety of patient care area*, leaving most weekends free to pursue other interests.
For more information pleat* call
Dorothy Ore

20*011
Jockr

516 E. MERRY AVE.

2 bdrm apts with 2 baths
dishwasher & garbage disposal
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. $ 475/mo. A electric
Payable by Semester

Invitation...
The Ml Sinai Medical Center of Cleveland, a major university affiliated medical center, invites Registered and
Graduate Nurse* to join a |*ngi*ttiiii healthcare team in
which you may continue to learn, grow and advance u a
profeaatonal.
Our department of nursing is patient-centered and dedi-

APARTMENTS-

RIDGE STREET APARTMENTS - 519 RIDGE ST.
2 bdrm furnished
garbage disposals
utilities included

of the RN a* oo* of r*— a eo-onfintJDC. mulatins:
Oumg these troubted economic times. «e are pleased to announce a Year End Sale

SPECIAL

DINNER SPECIALS
Mon.-Fri. $5"<^
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Dear Customers:

$1.50

Tfw historical furnishings and cosecbons found af Smedlaps Smithy are
rementsceni of the Canal Days whan the structure was a Blacksmiths
shop. Today it is a fine restaurant with a wide variety of your favorite
lunch and dinner selections
* Home of antique Life Sized Statue of Abe Lincoln
* Sing-A-Long Fn & Sat. with Lea Buckout playing your requests
* Try our 9 p.m. Sandwich menus

The 15 million member
labor federation has argue
ued that any change in
Die
ne minimum wage law
should upgrade the pay
scale, which has been frozen at its current rate since
Jan. 1,1961.

|

People can understand
things that are going on in
GSS to a point. People can
understand things that are
going on in the hall.
"But who can really understand Karen Aldred,
who is totally burned out at
the end of the week, who's
got Graduate Student Senate concerns, and over
here I've got a totally different semester, I've got
roommate problems and
I'm in class as a student?
"I can count on a lot of
people for support but
when it really comes down
to it, it's up to me," she
added.

11 AM — 4 PM

Early American
atmosphere plus
fine food at
Smedlaps Smithy

The AFL-CIO has opposed any lowering of the
minimum wage for youths,
saying any such move
would encourage businesses to replace older
workers and heads of
households with teen-agers
at the lower labor costs.

WASH HOUSE"]

"I think, although it's a
great time commitment, in
the long run I have a
healthier attitude because
you have to balance different situations."
But Aldred has definite
problems finding all the
time her many positions
demand.
"It always seems that
when things get going with
GSS and I have a major
project there, I have a suicide attempt on the hall, or
counseling," Aldred admitted.
"You know how they say
'It's lonely at the top'?''
Aldred added. "Well, ft is.

"WHEN YOU'VE had a
bad day, you can't just tell
the world to go away,"
Aldred said. "You have to
shut off your problems.

Lower wage proposed

Progress has been made
in curing 14 cancers that a
few decades ago had poor
prognoses. "Today they
are being cured in many
cases, predominantly because of chemotherapy advances," the report said.
Better use of new and
improved X-ray theray
plus a combination of four
cancer drugs "has resulted
in remarkably improved
survival," the booklet said.

experience that kind of situation."
Having made such a terrific impression on the
Board of Trustees, Aldred
went on to form a good
working relationship with
**">. group. She sits on that
board because she is president of Graduate Student
Senate.
OTHER DUTIES of that
office include sitting on
Faculty Senate, the search
committee for a vice president of Student Affairs and
Graduate Council.
If this were not enough to
keep the average person
going, add being the hall
director of Harmon Hall,
advisor to the Resident Advisors' Union, participating in the RA selection
process, being a vocal
member of the card section during football season
and working on a master's

9 1/2 mo.

2 man rate S 375 mo.
3 man rate S 435 mo.
4 man rate S 500 mo.

9 1/2 mo.

Apt. #29-2 bdrm $ 350 mo.
Apt. #30-1 bdrm $ 250 mo.
Apt. #32-1 bdrm $ 275 mo.

Payable by Semester

EIGHTH STREET APARTMENTS - 803 ■ 815 EIGHTH STREET

M.RN

2 bdrm furnished and unfurnished apt.

rVofterion* Nun* Recruit*

21C-421-46S7
TIM MT. SINAI

Furnished
Unfurnished

MIDKMOMTtt
a*zzzrzh. 44*0*

E,

*Vw,w

9 1/2 mo.

[MENTS- 624,670,656 FRAZEE AVE.

"nestore-

2 Bdrm.
Furnished

El Dorado Mexican Food & Drink
PRESENTS

the band

2 Baths

9 1/2 mo.

2 bdrm furnished

2 baths

9 1/2 mo.

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS -

"OASIS"

COVER: S2/PERSON
$3/COUPLE AFTER 9 P.M.
DISCOUNT WITH COLLEGE I.D.

FM.ft SAT. 9:30-1:30

Many Featured Drink $ I
Draft beer
Champagne

Highbata
1095 N. MAIN, I.C.

$425.00 plus elec.

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS - 560,542 FRAZEE AVE.
Furnished

MUter pounders
Margaritas

$ 250 plus gas & elec.
$ 225 plus gas & elec.

1 bdrm furnished
Furnished 1 person rate

9 1/2 mo.

$ 450.00 plus elec.

215 E. POF. Rn
Single bath
S 185 to $ 200

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS

224 E. Wooster St.
354-3531

Hrs. Mon-Fri - 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
isttittttt
iteitiattiimim

352-0717
Saturday

9:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.
»•••«

■♦■» .
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ELSEWHERE
U.S. gives asylum to athlete
-x-:-f ■-

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States is preparing
to inform Peking it cannot
return a star Chinese tennis player who defected
last July and has spent
"months of sleepless
nights" worrying about
her fate, sources said yesterday.
China has been demanding the return of Hu Na, 19,
apparently on grounds that
a US. decision to grant her

political asylum could
spark a wave of similar
requests from other
Chinese visitors, mostly
students, who number in
the thousands.
But "We would never
send her back," a top U.S.
official said. "We would
never clamp her in irons
and send her back to the
mainland."
He and other officials,
who asked not to be identi-

fied, said a State Department advisory opinion was
sent recently to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, which has ultimate responsibility in the
case. The decisions of the
immigration service normally reflect the views of
the State Department.
MEANWHILE, the
months of uncertainty
have left their mark on Hu,

■ -■ **w**^

who left her team during a
tournament in Santa
Clara, Calif., last July and
has been in hiding ever
since.
"I've talked to Hu Na
and I know she's frustrated
over the very long waiting," her attorney, Edward Lau, said. "I also
know that the uncertainty
over whether she'll be able
to stay or if she'll get de-

,^^_

Ohioan raises money

Glenn seeks candidacy

ported out of the country
has been the source of
months of sleepless nights
for her."

Soviet satellite falling

Partial Spring Schedule? Need Another Course?
Working Part Time? Hard To Schedule Classes?
Driving To Campus? Afraid Of SNOW & ICE?

TAKE COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME IN COMFORT*
ON YOUR OWN FREE TIME!
COURSES AVAlABlf THS SEMESTER .
SOC. 101 • Principles of Sociology
POLS. 201 - American Government
THESE COURSES OFFERED FROM Jan. 22 - April 30
EACH COURSE - 3 semester credit hours
For more Mo. cal 372-0181, ask tor BGSU Teiecoums

jfer ^rf

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
top Pentagon official said
today "there is a very
small chance" that hazardous nuclear fuel aboard
a tumbling Soviet spy satellite "would survive intact to the surface" of the
Earth.
Dr. Richard Wagner,
special assistant to Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger on nuclear
matters, said the "much
more likely" prospect is
that the nuclear fuel will,
in effect, burn up in the
atmosphere, as happened
five years ago when a similar Soviet satellite broke
apart ami showered fragments or, an area in northern Canada.
Wagner, who said he
took part in the 1978 search

for the satellite debris, told
a briefing the only nuclear
material that fell to earth
was "smaller than flakes
of pepper."
This material dispersed
and there was "little or no
hazard" from the few
small pieces he described
as "somewhat radioactive."
Under questioning, Wagner said it would be "life
threatening" at a distance
of about 200 yards if the
nuclear fuel, enriched uranium, came down to Earth
intact without shielding.
But, he stressed, he considers this "extremely unlikely."
WAGNER SAID the
United States has given the
Soviet Union a detailed list

MEN WANTED

WILL HOLD AN

of questions to determine,
among other things,
whether there have been
any changes in the construction of the satellite
and its reactor that would
alter the degree of hazard
from pieces raining down
on Earth.
It is too early yet to expect replies, Wagner said.
He said "there is a very
small chance that it will
distribute its debris in a
populated area."
According to Wagner,
the parts of the satellite
still aloft are now about 130
TO QUALIFY for matchmiles above the Earth and
funds, Glenn's cammust raise at least
slowing down.
in each of 20 states,
He described as "unpredictable" the time and the donations must be in
Cce where the remains of amounts of no more than
satellite will reach (290.
earth.
"We're working now on
Setting them (pledges)
i," White said, who divides his time between
Glenn's Senate staff and
the presidential exploratory committee.
That committee has received about $200,000 in
checks and pledges so far,
he said.

For a Soot Sale

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

FRIDAY ONLV
JAN. 14th

10% to 50%oil
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Monday, January 17, 7 p.m.
at the
DELTA TAU DELTA HOUSE

corner [lough

Those interested in being staff writers,
sales representatives should attend.

(on at regular-price salon services)

hrtlM 11 ia.-11 pjn.
F-S1li.n,1i.n.
Sw.t2p.rn.-1lp.in.

Lawyer Harlan Pomery,
treasurer of Glenn's exploratory committee, will
serve as general counsel
for the the presidential
committee. The treasurer
of the John Glenn Presidential Committee Inc.
will be Robert Farmer.
Farmer is national finance director for the
Glenn campaign. He was
picked up by Glenn's people from Sen. Edward Kennedy's organization,
according to Louise
Swartzwalder, a press aide
to Glenn.

Astro Blister
Tron
Donkey Kong

M-R 8 Tokans for $1.00

wth BGSU ID
'COUPON'

I

c
o
u

SOMETHING SPECIAL EVERY NI6HT

FEDERAL MATCHING
funds will be retroactive to
Jan. 1, although no money
will be distributed to candidates until next January.

Challenge these games and more with the new owner in the Starjum Plaza

I

lb MOM Together

The presidential campaign is expected to involve a multi-million
dollar expenditure.
White has said presidential candidates will
probably spend $21 million
on the 1964 primary campaigns alone.

Kangaroo
Ms. Pacman
Robotron

OUTPOST

STUDENTS SAVE 10%!

Former vice president
Walter F. Mondale and
Sen. Alan Cranston of California already have qualified for federal matching
funds.
Other Democratic hopefuls who have registered
their campaign committees with the FEC are Sen.
Gary Hart of Colorado and
former Florida governor
Reubin Askew.

tCITTl

IS WESTERN STORE

0

*1.50 OFF

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR Jl.SO
C
OFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH On* OR O
mORE ITEITIS.
U
P
O
N

p

* MONDAY - ROCK NIGHT
Toledo Rocks & Renee's Rocks Toledo

o
N

I

* WEDNESDAY - LADIES NIGHT
Drink Specials Just For The Ladies

New system SCVeA method guarantees

Ph. 352-5166
203 North iDoln

fust the look YOU want!
Here's how our new 7-step system works:
1. FREE pre-styiig consultation
[You ten us what YOU want,
and WE LISTEN & advise).
2. FREE hair condition analysis3. FREE scalp treatment
4. FREE protective finishing rhse
5. Cut, perm & color -as desired
6. FREE home care recommendations
7. New 7-day guarantee of satisfaction!
Come in and let us show you how
EVEN THE GOOD CAN GET BETTER!
We've changed much more than our name!

* THURSDAY - COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
Get in Free with College I.D. & Beer
Specials
* FRIDAY - MEN'S NIGHT
Drink Specials & No Cover For Men
* SATURDAY - "BEAT THE CLOCK" NIGHT
Special Treatment at the Bars 'Til 10:30

(SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALS LlmKad quantities Of
aeleetod top quality profaaalonaJ homa heJreare
products now avaaaMe at HAL*-*ftlCID

* SUNDAY - JOHNNY KNORR
Big Band Live Music

system severY
W

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

Hours: 10 to • Mon-Frl, 0 to 7 Sat. 12 to 6 Sunday.
Appolntmanta available for Derma A coloring.

i

came the fifth Democrat to
register a presidential
campaign committee with
the Federal Election Commission - a step required to
qualify for matching
funds.
Glenn was not in town for
the 4 p.m. FEC filing,
which was handled by lawyer Daphne Weaver. He is
in Mexico on a Senate Foreign Relations Committee
trip.
An exploratory presidential committee set up
by Glenn on Oct. 19 has
received enough checks
and pledges to qualify for
federal funds - "if they are
converted to cash," William White said, Glenn's
administrative assistant
and principle organizer of
his unofficial presidential
campaign.
Glenn's aides say he will
make no official announcement of candidacy before
March.

WASHINGTON (AP) Ohio Sen. John Glenn registered Thursday as a
Democratic presidential
candidate, and a top aide
said he already is well on
the way toward qualifying
for federal matching
funds.
The former astronaut be-

Hu has been living with
various Mandarin-speaking families in California
and now is in the northern
part of the state, Lau said.
When she came here, she
had the equivalent of a
grammar school education
and spoke no English.

Salona boated «rare Co
id Partonnanoa uaad to be.
North Towno Sqr 47S-7S4S
WoodvMa Maf 003-6933
Franker. Park Mall 472-SS8S Soaring Qraon 382-8618

'

One Coupon Per Plzzo - Good Thru 1/31)83

club h
ROCKS WITH

man over
SOftDERUnE 18-19

jOHnrrvnocoi,er
UlCinCfta/ now appearing
.MON-FRI/jjJ.Q
[ TUES-SATSaO-I^O
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Former BG assistant Wilkinson returns "home"
by Tom Hlsek
assistant sports editor

A few years ago a man by the name
of Bo Schembechler left his position
as an assistant under ex-Ohio State
coach Woody Hayes to head up north
and take over the reins of the Michigan Wolverines. One needs but to be a
sports fan to realize the intensity of
the rivalry which existed between
those two men.
But now a smaller-scale rivalry
may be building between Bowling
Green's hockey team and the icers of
Western Michigan. It lust so happens
that first year Bronco head coach BUI
Wilkinson served for three years as

an assistant to BG head coach Jerry
York before being named to the top
spotatWMU.
For whatever it's worth, there will
be plenty of action at the Ice Arena
this weekend as the Broncos come
into Bowling Green for a pair of 7:30
pjn. contests tonight and tomorrow
evening. Only a few reserved seats
are left for the series featuring the
Falcons who sit atop the Central Collegiate Hockey Association and
WMU, currently in sixth place in the
league.
"This rivalry is more newspaper
talk than anything else," York said.
"The series is unique with Wilkinson
as the head coach, but once the puck

is dropped we will just be playing
Western Michigan and another CCHA
team. We are playing the team, not
the coach. Last week we played Michigan State and not Ron Mason (former head coach at BG from 1974-79)."
AFTER LAST weekend's sweep of
the Spartans, the Falcons with a 15-2-1
league mark (16-4-2 overall), opened
up a five point lead over MSU in the
CCHA standings. The Broncos, with
an 8-104 slate (9-134 overall), split
last weekend's home series with third
place Northern Michigan.
Coming into this season without
last year's SO-point plus producers
Ross Fitzpatrick and Bob Scurfield.
Wilkinson's squad has emphasized

more of a defensive philosophy in
their game plan. The Broncos will
have their hands full as they try to
contain BG's potent scoring machine.
As an example of BG's scoring
prowess around the net, WMU's leading scorer Bob Bailey has chalked up
23 points. Meanwhile, the Falcons
have seven players over that mark,
led by the nation's leading collegiate
scorer. ail-American Brian Hills with
26 goals and 30 assists for 56 points.
"We have to play well from the blue
line in at our own end, we have to have
solid goaltending and be able to take
the puck to the net," Wilkinson said.

"Every opportunity we have to score
this weekend, we have to take advantage of. and then we certainly have to
try and shut down their offense."
WILKINGSON WILL be without
the services of senior goalie Steve
Abbott (S.71 goals against average)
who suffered a strained left knee in a
blind-side collision last weekend. But
the Broncos won't be hurting in that
spot. Sophomore Glenn Healy will
likely get the nod both nights, he
carries a respectable 3.73 GAA into
tonight's contest.
For the moment, York is only con-

cerned with keeping his squad on the
healthy continuum which has brought
the Falcons to the second spot in the
nation behind Minnesota in the
WMPL coaches poll.
"You don't want to go up and down
like a yo-yo," York said. "Michigan
State was a big series but we want to
continue playing consistent hockey.
We still have 14 games left (CCHA
games) and we can't keep thinking
about State."
Sports reunions always lend themselves to exciting confrontations in
the Schembechler-Hayes mold. The
meeting at the Ice Arena of two old
friends this weekend should live up to
that biT

BG's Taylor disproves sterotype
of being a playground ballplayer
by Keith Walther
sports editor

To many fans, Bowling Green basketball guard Keith Taylor is the
classic example of a big city streetball player. To those fans, his talents
as a basketball player should be reserved to the playgrounds from which
he fostered them.
It's easy to see why the Detroit
native's critics have, in the past, felt
this way. Taylor appears to be playing out of control at all times. He
dribbles the ball too high for most of
the bleacher expert's fancy.
He has what his coach John Weinert calls an "unorthodox shot" which
leaves fans shaking their heads in
disbelief everytime the ball lands
softly in the net.
But, through his exploits this season, Taylor has made many of his
critics eat their stereotypical words.
They realize now that the 6-foot 2,
160-pound sophomore /splaying under
control. They know now that his
quickness and hustle that make him
appear as he does - not his playground instincts calling him to do the
first crazy thing that comes to mind
on the court.
HIS EVERY movement on the basketball court reminds one of a waterbug in its habitat. He does everything
quick. He probably eats a Marathon
candy bar quick.
"It Dotners
bothers me mat
that lI'm
sterotyped
"it
m steroiypea

^'«&T^
derstand is that basketball is a game

of creativity. If you have the talent
then you can create things when they
are not there. Sometimes you don t
create anything - that's when some
people complain and say that it looks
like that player is out of control."
At first, according to Taylor, Weinert felt he was playing out of control,
too.
"Coach Weinert would tell me that
be wanted me to play more under
control," Taylor said. "He would
watch us play ball in the summer or
whatever and say I was out of control.
I think he realized that we play different in a playground-type game then

we do when those men in the black
and white shirts are around."
WHETHER TAYLOR played out of
control at times during his first year
at BG is irrelevant now. According to
Weinert, he is doing all the things and
more that are asked of him and he is
vastly improved in many areas.
"We sat down with Keith and told
him what we wanted him to do; we
defined his role," Weinert remembered. "He said 'Coach, I'll do if and
he has improved.
"Some people used to tell me that I
should try to change the way he
shoots. Well, I haven't messed with it
because the end results are the same
no matter how pretty or awkward the
shot looks - and it works for him."
It took some time for Taylor to find
his niche on the Falcon cage squad.
Now, according to Taylor, he is a
relaxed player - confident in his own
abilities.
"I used to be used for defensive
furposes mostly," he said. "This year
don't feel that I am more superior in
defense or offense - or the other way
around. I think I have the ability to
give the team whatever they need in a
particular situation. I'm not bragging, but I think I have an all-around
game."
TAYLOR CERTAINLY provided
what his team needed earlier this
season at Ball State and Eastern
Michigan. The slender, Detroit South^^

western High School graduate buried
an 16-foot jump shot in the closing
seconds against the Cardinals to give
the Falcons a 71-69 Mid-American
Conference win.
Against the Hurons, Taylor's free
throw with 47 seconds left in the game
gave BG its 53-52 winning margin.
Through games this seaon, Taylor
is averaging 8.0 points per game and
has 24 assists compared with only 14
turnovers - hardly a mark of a player
out of control.
As Weinert put it, "Keith does a lot
of things on the court that don't show
up in the scorebooks." Taylor often
Sicks up a key steal or loose ball on
ie floor in the waning minutes of a
game. He is a scrappy defensive
player and, according to Taylor, this
tenacity is due in part to living in the
big city.
^Tm not real big, but 111 hit the
floor for the ball and take that
charge," Taylor said. "Playing in
Detroit during the summer I feelhas
really helped me. The city is so big
that you can always find a game usually with other college players. I
feel if I can play with them I can play
with anybody.
"On the other hand, you get into
games on playgrounds with guys who
are not college players. These gi
are the ones. They are physical! Just
to play with them you have to be
tough."
«■_■_•
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Falcon qvmnasts host strong KSU squad
—
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by Randy Davidson
sports reporter

The Bowling Green women's gymnastics team will face Kent State - the
teams toughest Mid-American Conference opponent - this Saturday at 1
p.m. in Eppler North Complex.
Although BG has never beaten
Kent State at home in a dual meet,
coach Charles Simpson and his Falcons have reason to be optimistic. The
women gymnasts were ranked sev-

enth in the country last December and the University of Louisville, has rethey are the defending MAC cham- covered from major spinal surgery in
1981 to contribute her skills to the
pions.
Last year marked the first time in Falcons.
BENDER LEAD the U of L
the history of BG gymnastics that the
Falcons won the MAC, and seven-of- to two consecutive AIAW Southern
ten members are back from that 1962 Region II Championships as she won
the individual all-around title both
squad.
The current top five for the Falcons years.
Another junior, Laurie Garee, was
consists of one senior, two juniors, one
the 1982 MAC uneven bars champion
sophomore, and one freshman.
Senior Dawn Boyle was last year's and the all around MAC champion.
MAC floor exercise champion. Junior Jill Slomsky, a sophomore, broke the
Julie Bender, a transfer student from balance beam school record with a

M

9.05 score as a freshman. And freshman walk-on Shelley Staley, a
vaulter, won the Ohio High School
Vaulting Championship in 1981.
"We are very fornuate to have such
a talented gymnast as Shelley walk on
our team, Simpson said.
Coach Simpson says that a strong
performance from these gymnasts
and "good, solid, errorless routines"
are the ingredients needed to beat
Kent State in the "most important
home meet of the season."

The Bowling Green men's and
women's swim teams travel to
Kalamazoo to take on Western
Michigan today for a 5 p.m. meet.
WMU's women are 3-0 on the
season while the Bronco men are a
lowly 0$.
Both teams will return home for
further action on Saturday.
The women will be hosting Oakland University. The men will take
on Wayne State and Oakland, who
were the 1982 Division II champions.
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UAO Presents:
Cabaret '83: Best songs from best musicals
"Cabaret '83," a non-stop evening of entertainment featuring show-stopping tunes
from blockbuster movies, will be presented at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday through Friday
(Jan. 26-28) In the Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
Admission Is $2. While tickets will be sold at the door, reservations are recommended
and they can be made by contacting the UAO office, third floor of the Union. Group
seating is available. Food and beverages will be sold.
More than 70 students, including 10 cast members, have combined their creative
talents to present this review of award-winning movie songs.
Numbers scheduled to be performed include "Over the Rainbow" from the movie "The
Wizard of Oz," "Cabaret" from the award-winning film of the same name, and "On
Broadway" from the musical "A! That Jazz."
In addition, selections from movies such as "Bandwagon," "Singing In the Rain,"
"Anchors Away," "Meet Me In St. Louis," "Gigi," "The Muppet Movie," "Fame,"
"Grease." and "The Sound of Music" will be presented.
Directing the show is Larry Harris, a sophomore broadcast journalism major The
producer is Ralph Gillespie, a senior education major.

Animation art sale
An animated art sale, featuring
animation eel paintings of popular cartoon
characters will be held from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. Thursday and Friday, (Jan. 21-22) in
the Side Door of the University Union.
The event is free and open to all
Called "eels," these paintings are the
actual ones used in the filming and making
of animated cartoons. Each character Is

painted by hand on a clear sheet of
acetate, usually 11 "X14" or larger, then
placed against a background and
photographed one-by-one to produce a
reel of motion picture flkn. Cels are the
culmination of the artistic process-the final
Image that is photographed by the camera.
The exhibit/sale highlights the work of
two veteran Warner Bros,
producers/directors: Chuck Jones,
creator of Wile E. Coyote and the
Roadrurmer,«nd Pepe le Pew; and Friz
Freieng who created Tweety and
Sylvester, and brought Yosomite Sam to
life. Both Jones and Freieng haye been
contributing their talents for more than 50
years and both have been honored with
several Academy Awards.
The paintings also win include
characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck,
the Tasmanian Devil and a collection of
paintings from the film "The Jungle Book."
"Robin Hood." "The Rescuers," and "The
Fox and Hound."
The exhibit also offers the public an
opportunity to see a broad range Of
animation art. The art work from more than
25 different productions wM be
represented including eels from
"Gnomes," "Raggy Ann and Andy."
"Heavy Metal," and the popular 1930s
characters Betty Boop and Krazy Kat.

Spring semester mini-courses
Body building, flower arranging, mixology and yoga are only a few of the many classes
-being offered in UAO's mini courses this semester.
Registration for the classes will be held at various locations throughout campus
through Friday (Jan 21). Cost for individual classes will range from $5 to $21 depending
on the class. Payment is due upon sign up.
Registration will be held daily in the UAO office, third floor of the Union from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. There will also be in-dorm sign-ups with the following times and locations: 6-7 p.m.
Monday (Jan. 17) in Kreischer Batchelder; 7:15-8:15 p.m. Harshman Bromfteld; 8:309:30 p.m. Conklin; Tuesday (Jan. 18) 6-7 p.m. Rodgers; 7:15-8:15 p.m. Kohl: 8:309:30 p.m. Prout; Wednesday (Jan. 19) 6-7 p.m. Founders; 7:15-8:15 p.m. McDonald
North: 8:30-9:30 p.m. Offenhauer. All sign ups will take place In the main lobbies of each
dorm.

Fayrewether, Hands Across the Sea
Two bands will be rocking the
University Union on Friday (Jan. 21) as
part of a dance party and a UAO welcome
back mixer.
Fayrewether, a band originatina in
Northeast Ohio, will perform at the mixer at
b p.m. In the Grand Ballroom of the Union.
Admission is $2 with proper I.D. and open
to those 19 and over.
Versatility and creativity are two words
that consistently surface when critics or
fans speak of Fayrewether. The music
they make is rooted In Genesis, Jethro Tul
and Alex Harvey, but over the last several
years many more eclectic Influences have
crept m. And with the amount of original
material the group Is working on,
Fayrewether may be destined as one of
the most popular bands In the Midwest.

$1 and open to everyone. The event is
being sponsored by UAO, the World
Student Association and the Commuter
Off-Campus Organization.

Puppetry isn't just kid stuff-at least not the way Frenchman
Philippe Gentry performs it.
Gentry, who has won prizes around the globe for his new
dimensions in the ancient art of puppetry, wiH bring his company of
marionettes to the University at 6 p.m. Wednesday (Jan. 19) in
Kobacker Han of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
The performance is free and open to the public, and is being
sponsored by the University's Cultural Events Committee.
Gentry's troupe, formed in 1967, has received critical acclaim in
cities around the world for its ability to entertain ail ages. Audiences,
Gentry says, are more interested than ever In the art of puppetry
because of the Muppets' popularity.
But Gentry's style of puppetry, which he calls the "theater of
animation and of marionettes," is most appreciated by adult
audiences.
The revue style of production is typically French-cheeky,
whimsical and sophisticated-arid the audiences' imagination is a key

White House adviser Hamilton Jordan
detailed a strategy for winning the
presidency In 1976. Impressed, Carter
asked him to join his campaign.
After Carter's election, Jordan played a
key role in the White House, helping in the
negotiation of the Panama Canal treaties,
the Camp David accords, and the hostage
situation. Movie rights to his recently
puMshed book, entitled "Crisis." have
been purchased by CBS.

Green Sheet Is produced by the Bowling Green State University Office of PuWIc
Reiattoni in cooperation with The BG News.
TIM) next Issue of the Green Sheet will be published Jan. 28 and will cover events
oceuring between Jan. 30 and Fab. 13. The deadline for submitting information to be
Bated In that Issue U noon Wednesday, Jan. 26.
All events must be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806
Administration Bulldlftg. In the event of space limitations, those events submitted at
the —rtlsst data will be given preference.
Senior Marie Clsterlno Is serving as assistant editor this year; sophomore Steve
Cotton Is serving as calendar editor.
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component. Gentry and his troupe believe they must win audience
involvement In such situations as a balloon dying of laughter, a violinist
threatened by a teetering boulder, and a too-human puppet who asks
his master to let him live without strings.
The company makes use of sophisticated music, and in the comic
and satirical pieces, parodied arrangements of familiar classical and
contemporary tunes are played. Taped sound effects and electronic
music also play a major part of each performance.
Gentry's themes are universal-death, birth, love, rellectk>n--and
he also explores internal conflicts of specitia' MauraOA *- w • •» •»
Los Angeles'Times critic Sylvia- Drake wrote otthecompany.
"Some puppet shows merely entertain, Muppet-style. Others like
Gentry's astonish. The skill is deft and dangerous, the use of black
light not an end in itself, but an expedient for the magic art.
Metamorphosis and the power of the puppet to turn against its master
are Gentry's prime preoccupations. Beware the strings attached, he
says. They attach both ways..."

King's vision of America topic of lecture
"Martin Luther King's Prophetic Vision of
Black America" Is the title of a lecture to be
held at 7 p.m. Tuesday (Jan. 18) in 203
Hayes Hall.Free and open to the public, the
lecture wiH be presented by Dr. Molefi Kete
Asante, a professor of communication at the
State University of New York at Amherst.
Asante, whose research interests include
international communications, mass
communication theories and African
communication systems, is the founder and
editor of the "Journal of Black Studies."
In addition, he Is on the editorial board of
six other journals, "Race Relations
Abstracts," "Journal of Language and
Communication Arts," "Nigerian Journal of
Behavioral Sciences," "International Journal
of Intercurtural Relations," " Nigerian Journal
of Political Economy," and "Communicator:
Zimbabwe Journal of Communication."
He is also the author or co-author of 21
books. His most recent books, "Research in
Mass Communication: A Guide to Practice,"
"African Myth: Toward New Frames of
Reference," "Media Training Needs in
Zimbabwe" and "International Press Seminar
Proceedings," were all published in 1982.

SRC programs set

At the same time, in the Side Door of the
Union, the band Hands Across the Sea wil
be playing at a dance party. Admission is

Hamilton Jordan, former White House
Chief of Staff for Jimmy Carter, will discuss
the topic, "Until the Year 2000-What
America Faces," at 8 p.m.. Jan. 31 In the
Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
Admission is 50 cents.
At the young age of 27. Jordan had the
political Insight to write to then-Governor of
Georgia Jimmy Carter. In his letter, which
In fact was a 70-page memorandum, he

Artist Series presents puppeteer Gentry .. .and friend*

Keeping fit this winter should be easy with
the many programs being offered at the
Student Recreation Center.
Among these programs are a slimnastics
exercise prooram, a flt-for-aM co-ed exercise
session designed for the person who wants a
vigorous workout, jazz-lt-up, to exercise
while dancing and a women's weight training
program.
Other classes wiH include a running and
lifting conditioning program, a weight toss
workshop, cross country skiing and self
defense techniques.
The canter wiH also hold various clinics in
racquetbal, squash, platform tennis, nautilus
and universal equipment, watybef, and cross
country skiing as weB as several aquatics
classes.
Registration for these programs wHI be
held from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. dairy Jan. 17-28 at
the Rec Center office and at the control desk
after 5 p.m. A fee of $5 must be payed at
sign-up for either one of the five week
sessions
There wil also be faculty/staff noon
leagues In raquetbaH and squash and a fitness
program at a cost of $30. An orientation
meeting for this program wM be held at noon
Tuesday. (Jan. 18) in the Hooley Conference
Room of the Center.

Asante is past president of the Society for
Interculturai Education, Training and
Research. He is a member of the African
Heritage Studies Association, the
International Communication Association, the
National Council of Black Studies, the
American Education Research Association,
and the American Academy of Political and
Social Sciences.
Having earned his bachelor's and master's
degrees from Oklahoma Christian College
and Pepperdine University, Asante received
his doctoral degree in 1968 from the

University of California.
After receiving his doctoral degree, he
taught at Purdue, Pepperdine, Florida State
and the University of California at Los
Angeles before accepting his current position
In 1973.
in 1979, he served as a visiting professor
at Howard University, and during the past
academic year he served as a Fulbright
Professor at the Zimbabwe Institute of Mass
Communications.
The lecture is being sponsored by Minority
Student Activities.

'The Word Made Flesh'
presented by ACT Jan. 22
A one-man, 90-minute presentation
depicting all four gospel accounts In the New
Testament of the Bible will be presented at 7
p.m. Saturday (Jan. 22) In Prout Chapel.
Entitled "The Word Made Flesh," me
orooram Is free and open to the public. It la
being sponsored by Active Christians
Today.
The show wHI be performed by its author

Auditions finalized
for Cedar Point, more
Auditions for performers In the live shows
tor both Cedar Point and Showbiz Inc. wM be
held during the last week of January.
Cedar Point la looking for singers,
dancers, magicians and specialty acts. There
are also openings for technicians,
projectionists and costumers.
Showbiz Inc., which casts people to
perform in shows at over 40 different theme
parks In the United States and Canada
Including Geauga Lake In Ohio, is also
auditioning singers, dancers, technicians and
specialty acts.
Performers should bring a one-page typed
resume and prepare two vocal selections,
one fast and one stow song and be prepared.
to dance. A cassette recorder wiH be aval able,
for the dancers; singers must provide their
own sheet music. Auditions should last two to
three minutes.
Cedar Point auditions will be heid 1-6 p.m.
Tuesday (Jan. 26) in the Ohio Suite of the
Union. Registration will be held 12:30-3:30
p.m.
Auditions for Showbiz Inc. win be held from
10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Saturday (Jan. 29) in 406
University Hal.

and creator, Nashville actor "Chip Arnold. A
graduate of Pepperdine University and the
University of North CaroBna, Arnold has
appeared In feature films and stage
productions nationwide. When not presenting
his one-man show to church snd community
groups across the country, Arnold Is the
artistic director for the Nightingale Theatre, a
Christian community theater in Nashville.
In addition to the Saturday performance,
Arnold wiH also present shorter, different
programs at 7 p.m. Tuesday (Jan. 18) in the
Alumni Room of the University Union and at 7
p.m. Friday (Jan. 21) In Prout Chapel. Both of
these performances are also free and open to
the pubic.
In discussing his decision to write and
perform religious oriented material. Arnold
said, "God has given ma talents to act, write
and direct...and I want to make specific use
of those talents for Him, not just be locked
Into what other playwrights have to say about
the world."

Visiting creative writer
to read from works
Dr. Gordon Weaver, chairman of the
English department at Oklahoma State
University, w* read from his worka of fiction
at 8 p.m. Monday (Jan. 24) in 516 Life
Sclencoe.
Part of the Visiting Writers Series
sponsored by the Creative Writing Program,
the reading is free and open to the pubic.
As a fiction writer, Weaver has been the
recipient of numerous awards, Including the
St. Lawrence Award for Fiction, the Quarterly
West Fiction Prize, The O'Henry Award, and
the Sherwood Anderaon Short Story Prize.
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Weekend
Highlights
Friday

I p.m. - Kappa Mgaia Fialernt, Ruah
A sorority talent night wfl be held. Opan to
men. Kappa Sigma House. New Fraternity Row

Wood County BapM Church wfl meat h toe ConaBtoOon
Room of I toward Johnaon a Motor ton. 1630 E. Wooe-

4.-00 p.m. - Library Seminar lor Graduate Studen ta
Seminar on aUatacOng aarvlcaa. Opan to al lasduato
Students 126 Library

0 pja. - UAO Csmpus Fton
' Olgl"stamng Lseto Carton wfl be shown Free and
open to al Qtoh Fan Theater. Henna.

2-6 pjn. - Art E.MbWen
Sea 6:30 a.m Monday, Jan 1 7 toUng. Fine Arts Gesary.

•-7 p.m.- In-Oorm MlntCoura* BlullBlflnil
Opan to al. Sea story elsewhere Mam lobby, Rodgera.

0:00 p.m. - Msto Otudy
Sponeored by United Chrkman reOowahtp. Opan to al.
313 ThuraOn

2-0 pja. - Art E.Mbtoen
See 8:30 em. Monday, Jan. 17 to*ng. McFal Cantor
GaOary

0:30 pjn. - (toned Chri*ti*n Fellowship
SpkHual Growth Group Open to al. 313 Thuraan

2-0 ua. - Arttot Bacspllaa
A reception tor Cythnto Bowers Fuaon, envkunaiental
arM whose patoahga are on oieptoy In to* Ftoe Arts
Gassry. wfl be held Open to el Fine Art* Gesary. Fine
Arta BuMng.

7 p.m. - Association ol People In Co
Masting. 304 Moesiey.

JtMMf 14
10 UK. - Beard al TwUm
MNhg. Open to el. Assembly Room, McFal Center

6 p.m. - Swimming
Men'* Mn at Wwtwi Mfchtojn iJnlverelly (Kaaenazoo).
7:M p.«». - UAO Cempus Film
The Thing'' wfl be ehown. f 1.50 with BGSU B. M«n
Audaorium, LWverety Hal.
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BQSU va. Weetem Michigan Uvtveralty. loo Aram.

ntceftons

7 pja. - Theater AuoMtoas
AurJttons for the production "Key Exchange" wfl be
held. One woman and two men are needed. Open to II.
400 University Hal
T p.m. - Martin Luther King Lecture
Or Motofl Kete Assnta, a protoeaor ol corranunlcatlon at
the State Unrvaralty ol New York at Amharst wtl apeak on
"Martin Luther King* Prophetic Vtoton of Black America.'' See story etoswhere. Free end opan to al. 203
Hayes.
7 p.m. - ACT ThMtox PrtMntafWM
vtoatog playwright and actor Chip Arnold wB perform.
Sponsored by Active Chrletton* Today. Free and open to
si. Alumni Room. Union

10 p.m. - UAO Cempu* FHm
SM 7:30 p.m. Ming.

7-0:30 p.m. - Paaoa CoatttJon
Meeting. Open to al. 107 Hayes.

Saturday
15
Woman* Mm v*. OeMend Ltofverelty. Student Rec
Center.
BGSU v». Kenl Stole UrtvaraHy. Epptor Norti.
Men"'team at Northern stool* IMverHty (DeKato).
Men'* Mam va. Wayne State Ltohreralty and Oakland
Unlveralty. Student Rec Cantor.
4 p.m. - BaeketbaN
Woman'! team at Northern ■no* Unrvaralty (DeKato).
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm
Sea 7:30 p.m. Friday. Jan 14. Ming.
7:00 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs. Western Michigan University, toe Arena.

7 p-m. - ACT T heater Presentation
visiting playwright and actor Clap Amok) wi perform.
Sponeored by Active Christiana Today. Free and open to
al. Prout Chapel.

0 pja. - CoMeg* BjjpuMtoens and Camawa Oemoorato
AdnaasbaOon.
JoW Bleating. Open to a*. 113 Buatoaaa
~

Man'* team si University of Notre Dame (South Band,

0 pjn. - Charttto* Board
Informational meeting Open to al Second Floor Lounge.
Student Service*.
0 p.m. - student, tor Animals
Meeting. Opan to al 102 Henna.

1140 a.m.-t pjn. - Woman's Caucus
The leport by the University CornmkMton on too Status of
Women and Minorities wB be discussed. Opan to al.
123 Wast Hal.
4:40 p.m. - Library Seminar tor Graduate Student*
A seminar on citation Indexing wtl be held Open to al
gradual* students 126 Library

0 aja-4 BJB. - toa-amaral Slon-Op
Woman* and Coed Bowtog, Oatlntb*!. and Water Poto.
Regarter untl 4 p.m Tuesday. Jan. 1B. 108 Student Rec
Cantor.
0 a.m.4 p.m. - Rec Cantor Class Sign-Up*
riinjtoaiaaaiiii tor numarous winter funee* course* wOl
conOnua daty thru Jan. 28. Feaa due upon legtotraMon.
Sea story elsewhere. Open to al. Rec Cantor Office
0 aJto-6 p-m. - Mini Coma Registration
Opan to al those Interested In the UAO mini-course*
Sea story *to*where F*e* due upon algn-up UAO
office, third Odor. Union
11:00 BJB. - Meaa
St Thoma* Mora Church. 425 Thuratto.

- 4:30 p-m. - Basketball
Women's team vs. Kent State Ureveralty. Anderson
Arena.
8-7 pja. - In-Oorm MinfrCouree Real ton Itoll
Open (o al. See atory stoswhera. Main tabby, Founder*.
0:30 pjn. - United Christian Faaoarahip
Outreach meeting wH be held. Opan to al. UCF House,
313 Thuraan.
7 p.m. - Itoaldant Student Association
Meeting. Opan to al Assembly Room, McFal Cantor.
7 p.m. - Theater Audntona
Sea 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 18 assng.
7:15-0:15 pjn. - to-Oorm aaniCoures wauiatratlon
Open to al See story elsewhere Msto lobby, McDonald
North.

7-10 pjn. - LXFX Proaram
Vwtoue program* concerning pareonal haallh and fltnees
w* b* held every Monday mght thru the end or (he
aemaator. Al umgrara* are tree and open to al. Third
level mezzanine next to the running track.

8-10 pjn. - Public Skating
Student* $1.26 with BQSU 1.0. Skat* rental 60
lea Anna.
SaS»S0 pja. - to-Oona aOW Caaraa WialalraMis
Opan to al Sea »tory elsewhere. Main touno* Often8 pja. ■ Lacrosse
Men'a dub team Informational meeting. Open to al. 206
0:30 pjn. - Worship Service
Opan to al. University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.

7:00 p.m. - Theology Ctou
Opan to al. Unrvaralty Lutheran Chapel.

1124 E.

Tuesday

8 pja. - UAO Mixer
Dance party featuring th* bend "Fayrawetoar." Sa*
atory aktawhara. Muat be 18 or older 82.00 with
picture ID. Grand Basroom. Union.
I pjn. - Concert
Pianist Kan Moravec wl perform. Sponeored by to*
BGSU Festival Series Concert and ticket Information at
Kobecker Hal, Moore Muaual Arts Center
lp.m.-Hock*y
BGSU at Northern Michigan Unrvaralty (Marquetto)
8-18 pjn. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 19 toting
I BJB.-1 *.m. - UAO Dene* Party
"Hand* Across the See" Is the band. See story etoewhers $1.00 with BQSU ID. Side Door, Union.
Faadwahlp of Chrtottoi Student* Opan to al. FCS
House, 128S. Cotsoa..r„ r,„v, ,.-.. .
:-■
0:30 pjn. - UAO Campus Film
See 7:30 p.m. Friday, Jan. 21 Mtog.

Saturday
JMW 22
10 ajn. - Greek Language Study
Introduction to Koine Greek Free and opan to I
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. WOoator.
10 *.m.-Noon - Piano Ctaaa
hen Moravec wB give a free master claaa. Open to I
Bryan Recital rial, Moore Musical Arts Cantor.
11:30 a.m. -Basket ball
Woman's teem *t Mtoni University (Oxford, Ohio).

3 p.m. - Basketball
Man's team at Miami Unrvaralty (Oxford, Ohio).
M pun. - Art Exhibition
Sea 8:30 em. Monday. Jan. 17 atttog. Fin* Arts Gesery
Man's team at Northwaatom University (Chicago. B>
ncto).
4pjB.-Msss
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thursim.
3:80 p.m. - stos*
St. Atoyakje Church, 160 S. Entorprt**
7 pja. - ACT Theater Praeantotton
Actor Clap Arnold wfl prsssnt a one-man 9C-mmuto
•how daptoahg al tour gospel account* m th* New
Testament of the Bible. Sea story stoawhars. Free and
open to al Sponeored by Actlv* Chrtatlen* Today Prout
Chapel.
7:80 pjn. - Heckey
BQSU at Northern Michigan Unrvaralty (Marquetto).
8-18 ua. - Pabaa SkeHna.
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 19 toting

Jatwiiy 20

Sunday
JeaaM»23

0 SJB.-4 ua. - laaaaiatal Startup
Woman'* and Coed BowOng. Pali *«ial. and Water Polo.
Last day to ragtotor. 108 Student Rec Cantor.

8 aja.-8 p.m. - UAO Art I
Disney animation art cceectton tor viewing and tale See
atory eleewhere. Free and open to al. SMa Door, Union.

0,10 aja., Noon - Ms**
St Atoyaiua Church. 150 S. Enterprise

0 BJB.4 BJB. - eamiCeure* Bialilraflpit
See 0 em. Monday, Jan. 17 Mtog.

4 JO pja. - National Student Exchange.
Meeting. Opan to al. Alumni Room, Orson

8346, 11 am - Worship Service*
St Mark'. Lutheran Church, 315 S CoOege

0:15 run.-atoaa
St. Atoyato* Church. 160 S. Entente*.

4:30 pm. - Library laminar tor graduate Studsals
A esmlnar on computor searching wO) be held. Opan only
to those who attended to* flrat two aaralnara. 126
Ltorary

SM am. - Worship Service
Chan* Community. Prout Chapel.

11 am - Otudaet was Cantor Oeretoe*
Karen Ds Roe*. Rec Cantor faculty, w« give an aarobic*
dsmorvjtraBbn. Sponsored by th* Cornrnusar-Ort Campus Organization Free and opan to al. Commuter
Center. Moaary.
1130 SJ*
St Thoma* Mora Church, 426 Thuraan.
Organ!
all aengter
Ing to eOher toe "Qood Momtog" or noonhour adu«
fNneee program*. Hootoy Center enoe Room, Student
Recraaflon Cantor.
1304 BJB. - Maartop Imp tin I AOvtnm.i*
Program advtoa from Rons Welt, graduato sa
•duoaaon majors only. 424 Educaaon

MasOng. Open to al. Qtoh Theater. Henna

0-JJO em., 0 pjn. - Worship Service
Grace Brethren Chapel, 121 S. Entorprtos

St Atoyatoa Church, 150 S. Enterprise

16 ajn. - Worship Sentoe
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S Church

nl For

7:86 ajn. - Campus Crease* For Chrtet
Mseang. Opan to al. Town Room, Union
1M ua. - Aasoototton tor Syeto*M Oajasaianai
Dato Brtogs, ol toe Maratoon CO Company **■apeak at a
ayatom analyst workshop. Open to al. 113 Buton***
Aotosastraaon.

3 p JB. - UAO Cempu* FTtot
' rtogame-'starrlng Jamas Cagney and Howsd Ftoflns wB
be shown. SI.60 with BGSU 1.0 Mam AucHonum.
lWaj*Jfl> last

838 BJB. - Cabaret '88
__
"Cabaret 'S3." a musical show featuring *Hue strapping
tone* from btockbuator movie* wB b* puiantod. Sea
story elsewhere Admission $2. Grand BaOroom. Union

Thursday
i*M*l 27
438 BJB. - Ltorary Seminar tor Oredeato atoiotoito
A semnar on government documents wB be prseentsd
Open to al graduato student* 126 Library

3 p.m. - nedtol

0:804 pjn. - Navigator*
Mating Opan to al. Qtoh Theater Henna

Ptotoat Helen Lakotoy, a member of toe BQSU Craasvs
Arts Program faculty, wfl perform Free and opan to al.
Kobecker Hel. Moor* Musical Art* Cantor.

St. Atoyaka) Church, 150 S. Enaevtoa.

3304SO p-m. - FubNc Skating
Sea 8 p.m. Wedneeday. Jan. 19 toting.

7:30 p-m. - Mae*
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thuraan.

Opm-OObtoStody
Wood County BapM Church wfl meat m toe CcvvaBhjaon
Room of Howard Johnsons Motor ton. 1630 E. Wooa-

730 BJB. - Campus Crusade For Chrtet
Ms sang. Open to al. Town Room, Unton
I BJB. - UAO Campus Fam
"Scarlet Empraaa" »tarrlng Marian* Dietrich wfl be
shown. Free and opan to al. Qtoh Fan Thaator. Ham*.

• pJB. - Worship Sentoe
Sponsored by '-Unity,'' a i
From Chapel.

I BJB. - Kappa Stom* Fraternity Ruah
A daang game mght wfl be held. Open to aO Intoraetad
man. Kappa Sigma House, New Fraairntty Row.

0 p.m.- UAO Cempu* Film
Sa* 3 p.m. Sunday. Jan. 22 toang.
1 p-m. - Concert
Th* Bra** Quintet wfl perform. Free and open to al.
Bryan Rectal Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center

1:30 p.m. - tot*. Study
Sponsored by Unaed Chralan FeOowahlp. Opan to al.
313 Thuraan
830 BJB. - united Chrlstton F—ew.hlp
Spkttus] Growth Group Opan to al. 313 ThuraOn

8-10 p.m. - Pubkc Skating
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Jan. 18 toting.
Sse 3 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 2 laOng.

Monday

Friday

JtOnWf 24

JiM«v2S
2S

7:30 ajn
St. Atoyaiua Church, 160 S Enterprise

1:16 a.m. - Maas
St. AtoyeJus Church, 160 S. Erdarprto*.

030 a.m.-O BJB. - Art r.Mhaefai
See 8:30 am Monday. Jan. 17 toting. McFal Center
Gatory

12:88 pjn. -Maa*
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thuraan.

030 a.m.-6 pja. - Art Exhibition
See 8.30 a.m. Monday. Jsn.17 toting Fin* Art* Oesery

Woman's toam at Northern Btooa Unrvaralty va. Btooia
State University. (DeKato. Btooia).

11:30 sjn.-I
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 ThuraOn.

736 BJB. - Hockey
BQSU vs. atooa>Oiicago Unrvaralty. Ice Arena.

8304 p.m. - mter-VarsMy ChrlMUn Feaowshtp
MasOng Opan to al. Alumni Room. Unton.

0 pja. — Concert
Th* University ayrnphonic band wfl perform. Free and
opan to al. Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center

7 BJB. - Theater AudHton*
AudiOona for th* play "Moctongbird" wfl b* htod Open to
al. Jo* E. Brown Thaator. UhJvenjKy Hal.
7 BJB. - Rttidtm Student AtSGBlatlia
Meeting. Opan to al. A Memory Room, McFal Center.
7-10 p.m. - L.I.F.E Program
Sa* 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 17 toUng.
730 pja. - Theology Ctoae
Open to al. university Lutheran Chapel, 1124 €v
Wooator.

16. 11:11 aja.. 1:18 p-m.-I
St Thomas Mora Church, 426 ThuraOn

4:15 BJB. - UAO Campus FHm
■Richard Pryor: Live on the Sunset Strip" wfl be shown
$1.50 with BGSU I.D 210 Math-Science
6 BJB. - Worahlp Santoe
Frtowahip of Chnetton Student* Open to at FCS
House. 126 8 CoOege
038 BJB. - Cabaret '83
Sea 8:30 p.m. Wednesday. Jan 26 Mtog
16 BJB. - UAO Campers Fam
Sse 8:15 p.m. BsOng.

7:80 p.m. - German FBm
"The Captain ol Kopantok" wfl be ehown. Free and opan
to al. Qtoh FBm Thaator, Htm.
I BJB. - Fiction Reeding
Dr. Gordon Weaver of Oklahoma Stan University wfl
read from hi* fiction*! works. See atory swewhara.
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program. Free and
opan loal. 615 Lit* Science.

Tuesday

Midnight - UAO Campus FHm
See 8:15 p.m. Bating

Saturday
JMBMN

29

10 a.m. - Greek Language Study
mtroductton to Koto* Gr**k. Free «nd open to al.
Urweralty Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooator

itmtti 25
0:16 1
St. Atoyaiua Church, 150 S. Eritarprtsa.

10 BJB.-430 BJB. - U»e Shot* AudHton*
Showbiz toe. need* lingers, dancers end apsctolty act*
for arr«)loymant at one of 40 U.S. parka See story
etoawhar*. Open to an 405 Unlverelty Hal.

11 BJB. - Hearth Center Santoe
Janice Uoyd-Sladky. director of toe HsMto Center, wfl
apeak. Sponeored by toe Communter Off-Campus Orga
nizsaon Free and open to al. Commune*- Cantor.
Moaatoy.

11 s.m.-l BJB. - Saturday Canto tor the Handicapped
Opan to al taalanad voJurrtsors. 201 Hayes.

11:30 a.m.-Ma aa
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thuraln.
NoorvO p.m. - Live Show Audttton*
For Cedar Posit summer employment. See atory •toewhere. Opan to al. Onto Sufle, Unton.
1384 p-m. - tteartoa Impaired Atoliiiial
Program «dvic* from Ronlt Welt, graduato astlttorvt. For
education majors onfy. 424 Education
2384 pja. - MaotwiB Impaired AOiliiatial
Program advtoa tram Pamela Griffith For educaaon
mstore onfy. 424 Education
rAadsae
7BJB.-TB.
Sea 7 p.m. Monday. Jan. 24 Mtog.

4pjB.-atoaa
St Thomas Mora Church, 426 ThuraOn
I pjn. - BeeketbeH
Woman's Team at Ohio University (Athens)
1:80 p.m. - Btoaa
St. Atoyaiua Church. 150 S Enterprise.
7:3C p-m. - Hockey
BQSU va. atoite-Chlcaoo Urweralty to* Arena.
7:30 pjn. - BeeketbeH
Men'* Team at Onto University (Atoana).

10 BJB. - UAO Cempu* Fam
Saa 8:15 p.m. Friday. Jan. 28 toting
fdnHht - UAO Campus FHm
See 8:15 p.m. Friday, Jan. 26 totng.

Wednesday

Sunday

JeaMr/26

30

0 BJB. - Kappa I
AlaoonlrjWvJIbehaMtorlntoreatodrivtn.KjCTxt
HOUM. NairW FtVejaTraty HOW.

7:30 sjn. - Maas
St Atoyaiua Church, 150 S. Enterprise.

2-0 pjn. - Art Exhibition
See6:30am. Monday. Jan. 17 tonng. Fvva ArtsGtoery

0:15 p-m. - UAO Campus FHm
Saa 8:15 p.m. Friday. Jan. 28 toting

7:88 pja. - Btojn LanguaBe Ctoe*
Opan to al. Ltorvaraty Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E

0:30 a.m. - Worahlp Service
Chan* ComrunHy, Prout Chapel

•
BQSU va. University of Btooia. Epptor North.

1130 SJB
St. Thomas More Church. 426 Thuraan.
4:30 pjn. - Library Oamlaar tor Qjr*a»«u BWOint.
A seminar on OCLC PubOc Uee Termlnsis wB be held.
Open to al graduates, 126 Library

0:80.11 aja. - Worship Santo)
Fket United MsthodkW Church, 1 508 E Wooator.

fcSM pja. - Mlilaoliu

7:80 pja. - Mess
St. Thomas Mora Church. 425 ThuraOn

838 BJB. - Worahlp Service
Opan to al. Unrvaralty Lutheran Chapel, 124 E. Wooe

9 PJH. •■ WOf eWVlp SaWICa>

Thursday
0 s.m. - 0 p.m. - MWW-Course HialslrallD
See 8 • m Monday, Jan. 17 Mtog.

Jo-wr, It
18

7:3*0:30 p.m. - Sorority Ruah
Kappa Kappa Gamma Open House Free and ooan to al
BQSU women Sponsored by Panhelenlc Cound. Alpha
Qama Delta. New Fraternity Row.

Woman'* teem at Northwestern University (Chicago.

0-7 pja. - to-Oorm I
Open to al. See story etoswhere Mam lobby, Kreieoher.
Batchaldar.

730 BJB. - Otnaan FHai
The Murderer* Are Among Ua" wlti EngOah
wfl b* shown. Free and open to al. Qtoh Fan

7:30 p-m. - UAO Campus Film.
"Star Trek I: The Wrath of Khan" starring Leonard Ntnoy
and Watom Shatner w* be shown. $1.50 wHh BGSU ID.
Main AudHortum, University Hal.

7:80 pjn. - Fellowship ol Chrletton Students
Meeting. Open to al. Prout Chapel.
I p.m. - Basketball
Man's team vs. Kant State University Anderson Arena

8-10 BJB. - PabBo Saaetog
Saa 6 p m. Wedneeday, Jan. 18 toang

9:30 p.m. - Cabaret '88
See 9:30 p.m. Wednesday. Jan. 26 toting

7:30 p.m. - Woman In Buatoaaa
Meeting Opan to al. 110 Buatoaaa Adnantatratton.

0 pjn. - Marionette Show
PnBpp* Oanty wfl perform with hie company of martonnattossndpuppelasrs Sea story anewhars Sponeored
by the Cultural Event Committee. Free and opan to al.
Kobecker Hal, Moore Muafcal Art* Cantor.

7:15-0:15 p.m. - to-Oorm MmfCeurae atoajtoOraOkm
Open to al Sea atory etoswhere Main lobby, f
BromAaU.

4 p.m. - Swimming

I p.m. - Kappa Sigma Playboy Rush
Open to al Interested man. A sorority svnnauN contest
wO) be held. Open to al Intoraetod man. Ctub Pool,
Student Recreation Center

11:30 a.m. - Mass
St. Thomas More Church. 425 ThruaOn.

040 aja.4 p.m. - Art Exhibition
Recenl photographs by vlaillng arllal Ruee» McKnight
wfl be on dtoptoy daHy thru Jan 26 Free and open loal
McFal Cantor OaOary.

12:30 p.m.- M*ts
St. Thomas Mora Church, 426 Thursim.

8-8 pja. - Card Tournament
Sponeored by th* Communter Oft-Campua Orgai'iujaOon.
Free and opan to d. Communter Cantor, Moaatoy.

8 aja.-O pjn. - Mml-Cour** R*aHtr«llaii
See 9 am Monday, Jen. 17 Mtog.

0:30-0:30 pjn. - In-Oorm Mli*Coura* Registration
Open to al. See story elsewhere. Man lobby. Conktn.

0:15 SJB.-I
St Abysms Church, 160 S. Eriterprtoa.

7:30 p.m. - Accounting Club
Meet th* Faculty Night. Masting opan to al. Sponsored
by Beta Alpha Pa). Onto Sulla, Union

St. Atoyatus Church, 160 S. Entorprtos

1:30 *.m.-6 p.m. - Art CliMIUii

8 a.m.4 pjn. - UAO Art Exhibit
Sea 9 em. Thursday. Jan. 20 Mtog.

5 p.m. - Qraduatton DeadUne
D**iton for appacalton tor graduation In May, Prospeceve graduate* muat II out card at the Registrar's Office

Won

Tv/enty-etx envlroemento) petoahge by Oynthto Bowers
Fulton of FMtoy. Ohio wB be on dtoptoy daily thru Jan
30. Free and open to al Fine Art* Oakery. Fine Aria
BuMtog

0 ajn.-6 pja. - MntCourae R.uHtraaim
See 0 em. Monday, Jan. 1 mating.

7:30 p.m. - Sign Language Class
Opan to al. University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.
Wooator

JetnUfy 19

7:30 s.m. - Maes
SX Atoyaiua Church. 150 S. Enterprise

J—Iff 21

Women* team at Unfveraify of Notr* Dam* (Soutti Bend,

Wednesday
This Week
And Next
AtBG
Monday
immftl

Friday

7:154:15 p.m. - to-Oorm MM-Couree RaaftaaMmi
Opan to al. Sea atory stoswhera. Main lobby, Kohl.

1:30-0:30 p.m. - to-Oorai Mini-Course RegtaUalton
Open to al See story elsewhere. Main tabby, Prout.

10 p.m. - UAO Campus FHai
Sea 7:30 p.m. Friday. Jan. 14 toting

11 SJB

2:304 p.m. - Hearing Impaired AdvtoeewTt
Program advice from Patricia Gntrah. For education
m*|or* only 424 Education.

2-5 BJB. - Art ExMbttton
See 8:30 a m. Monday. Jan. 17 OeOng. Fine Arto Geasry
3 pja- - Rachal
Tenor Rex Ekum, protoeaor of musical arto. wfl give a
faculty recM. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arto
Cantor.

838 BJB
Outreach rneeOng wfl be held. Open to al UCF Houes,
313 Thurafln.

3 BJB. - Canoert
John Benty. m'ullliut of nvjttoal arts end JudHh Benay.
part-Bait tasmiato pi utaaii ir otmustoa) arts. wB prtatnt
•nobo* concert. Free end open to al Bryan RecM Hal.
Moore MUSK- Arts Centor

738 BJB. - FlBlBBhjB ol Chrletton
Ms sang Opan to al Prout Chapel.

3:30430 p.m. - Pubae Ikaltog
Saa 8 p.m. Wejtoajaday. Jan. IB

1030 aja. - Worship Sentoe
Paaoa Lutheran Church. 1028 W Peart

I BJB. - Canaan
"Vans da Cejaara," a BQSU faculty woodwtod ountotwfl
perform Free and open to al Bryan rtocM Hto. Moor*
Muatael Arto Contor

1848 aJR. - Worship Sentoe
Open to al students Unlverelty Lutheran Chapel 1124
E Wooator

I BJB.-I
M#n t tMfn v*. WMsiVni M*chiQBBTi U^traity Anj^traon
Arena.

0 BJB. - Worship Sentoe
Sponsored by "Unity." a
Prout Chapel.
8-10 pjn. - Pa/toto SaaOtog
Saa 8 p.m Wedneeday. Jan. 18 toUng.
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PHI KAPPA PSI WISHES TO CONGHATULATE THE FALCON ICERS
ON BLOWWO AWAV MICHIGAN
STATEI BEAT WESTERN THIS
WEEKEND'

Clesssif led roles or. 4CX par I in. s 1 .K> aslelssess. KXO TTM 50c ..Iro per
od ApproNimotely » to 30 aprxea per llna
CAMMJS/CITT IVINTS l,il,ngi lo. non.prolit public ••>.,<• rxl.vitiea will b.
«nt.«t#d OMCI for free ond ot (•gulor rotes thereafter.
Oeodllne lor all ImmQi It 2 day* before pobllcoflon a' 4 00 p.m Friday ot
4 p.m. it the doocHMio lor the lu.idoy •ditlon

REOQAE MIStC-Etery lUejleal
IIKHWI p-m. on Ml Fat, W1QU
nuldinl Stedent Association
LETTER WRITING SERVtCEl
INFO IN VOUR LIVING UNITI

CAHLENE FELTNER CONGRATULATION'S ON YOUR LAVAUERING
OVER THE HOU0AYS TO JOHN
JOHN ON THE CAPE WHERE HAVE
YOU BEEN HIDING HIM?

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Jan 14. 1983
Tho Student Council lor Eicep«aMl ChUren .4 bo IxHctng their
Ural meeting ol 83 on Sunday Jan
23 al 8 00 in 111 BA T-shirts •*• be
aotd at ma ame cost $4 SO Al
trUereeted parsons we welcome lo
attend

CAROL ANN-Congralulaliona on your
ENGAGEMENTi Beat wane* lorever
Love.LonBelh PS youtooDouger
Colleen. Happy 20th. Be prepared
(or Saturday Night lu. ya tola,
Mary and Marge.
■

Unrrerslty Skating Club
8-10 pm Tuaa, Jan 18. lea Arena
Ice Show Inlormalion

Congratulations to Dirk Smith on
Ms Phi Psl-ADPI la.allering to Ro
Kerka. The Brothers.

WOMEN S LACROSSE CLUB MEET
NO. MON JAN Win 8 00 pm
UBRARV RM
122. BEGINNERS
WELCOME PLEASE ATTEND OR
CALL BETH HOFER. 688-3707

DROP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE
AVAILABBLE AT THE WASH HOUSE
250 N MAIN

Want to get involved with Raaldence
Hal Week?' RESIDENT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION meeting Jan
19.
7 00pm 220 McFal Center in As
sembry Room
Rush Rush Rush Rush
Sigma Nu Sigma Nu
Tuesday 7 30-9 30

OUYS N' 0ALS JEAN JACKETS AT
JEANS N' THINGS 531 RIDGE ST.

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Be aura to check your oncampus
metboxes today lor mportant
into' Questions''-' Call 352-7281

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS WK.L BE
MEETING TUES. JAN. 18th AT 7:30
P.M. IN 207 HANNAH HALL THIS
WILL BE OUR ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING FOR SPRING SEMESTER.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS ARE
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND. THIS IS
AN EXCELLENT OPPURTUNITY
FOR ALL POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS. OTHER POLITICALLY
ORIENTEO STUDENTS WElCOMEDIII

Hey Buddy. It sura Is good to be
back at 8.0. with you after thai long
Christmas break. I promise this
weekend will be the best ever! Love
ye, Bun.
^_^^^^^^

Intramural basketball, bowling and
•alar polo tor women « t coed
teams. Entries tor basketball a
bowling due Jan. IB by 5:00, For
water polo due Jan. 19 by 5:00.
Drop orl rosters In Rm. 108 Rec.
Censor.

Hey is anyone gonna DOOLEY this
wssliand1
HEY SAE s
BE READY ON THE COURTS AND
LATER AT THE TEA CUZ WE'RE
GONNA GET PYSICAL JUST WAIT
AND SEE' LOVE. THE DZ'a

tOST AND FOUND

Take coeege courses al home, in
comfort, si your Iree time B G S U
Telecourses now being offered
Spring Semester Soc 101-Mnc ol
Soc. POLS 201-Amer Govt Call
Continuing Ed-372-0181. ask lor
BGSU Telecoursee.

HEY SIGMA CHI'S-VVE
HOPE
YOU'VE GOT LEFT SOME HOLIDAY
CHEER
TO HELP THE PHIS
BRING IN THE NEW YEAR' WE'RE
PRIMED TO PARTY AT MIDNIGHT'
LOVE. THE ALPHA PHIS

Lost key « orn peM pouch from SI
Al's school lor use by student teacher
ol BGSU Please return desperalery
needed 352-8614
FOUND pa* ol glasses ,n 101 BA
Bldg Can 352-4546

1
6
9
13
14
15
17
18
19
20

JHI S. and Lias 0., Here's to your
22nd and 2tsi's! Let's make H a
great one! You guys »r» the beat!

Love, Bob

Chid care or cleaning

352-3396
We buy |unk cars (or Junk price Free
towing Cal alter 4pm 855-2687 or
656-2518
Jonas income Tax Service
S15-1040A. rnc State s Local
$33-1040. A S B ed| S credits ,nc
State a Local
S60-Farms. Inc State & Local
Ph 352 1438 or 354-1507
Hrs 7 am 9 pm
7 days a week
Located at Best Western 1450 E
Woosler Olc a 16

Joe. knowing that Fostoria and Findlay are an hour apart. How did you
ever manage lo find your way around
n Pittsburgh'' Love ya. Tracy
KIM WARTLUFT-CONGRATS ON
BEING OUR VICE PRES' WE KNOW
YOU WILL DO A GREAT JOB' LOVE
YA. ZBT UTTLE SISSES

ATO Congratulates Mary Arm Clark
on her recent engsjgemant
Attention' Attention' Al Pi Kapps and
the* lovely -Ski Bunnies
Don't Iret
over the postponement ot our Super
SVi Weekend.'' there's a long winter
f head with plenty ol snow on it's way
'Vet make it to the slopes yet'

23
24

Let's start the semester off right
Sigma Nu's, causa the Gamma
■'hi ■, am ready to parly with you.

28
32
33
35
36

OASIS
SPECIAL APPEARANCE
Student ID Docount
Ihrt Fri. $ Sat at
ELDORADO RESTAURANT
Fine Mexican Food & Drink

PERSONAL

40
41

1 F. RMTE. NEEDED. NICE APT.
GREAT LANDLORD. RENT NEO. PH.
SANDEE AT 352-8M7.

42

3 men need 4th rmte $400 lor the
semester 2 bdrm apt ol Second St

Ph 352-6797

43
46

Ruah Rush Rush Rush
Sigma Nu Sigma Nu
Tuesday 7 30 9 30

M. RMTE. NEEDED—(120IMO.
PLUS ELEC. EXCELL LOCATION.
CALL 382-5807 NOW!

47
50

BUCKWHEAT,
Remember the good limes during
tall semester Irom the alley behind
M.S. to the ecology boi, waterbeds
A coat racks, train whistles 8 racquelbell. Iha library 8 nachos, weddings 8 dinner tor 2 (or 4?|. Maybe
the bow will come spring semester.
Joseph 8 Auntie "H".
P.S. Yea B.W. there are sheep In
North RldoaWUe.

1 F. RMMTE NEEDED IMMED.M FOR
SPRING SEM. NICE HOUSE, LOW
RENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
»»2-64H-

i 11.141 II I

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Futy turn carpeted 2 bdrm apt
heal, water, cable TV includ Now
renting for summer 8 tat 1963
$540/SemesteriStudenl lor 4 persona Lower summer rates. Cal Rich
Hams 352-7182

F Rmte needed vnmed Large 2
bdrm. apt. own room, dose to campus Free heal Cal 354-2139
F. Rmrrrte wanted rnmrj
to share 1 bdrm apt
Cal Jennifer at 354-1327

*S»

—

Now Reavsng 1 bdrm F -U apta. 2
bdrm F., get heat, tenant pays elec .
laundry tad aval Al residents
granted privtedge of a membership lo
the CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA
Preferred Properties Co 835 High
St Rental Clca 352 9378

NEEDED NOW 352

\

FREE Pizza

F A M students needed to hi apta
and houses now 352 7368.
Carry Rentata-BFC one line houses
and Apt 83'84 school year and
summer renters Al near campus

1 or 2 Rmmtes needed Spr Sem
Rent negotiable Cal Jim 352-7194.
1 student needed tor 5 bdrm. house
Spring Semester 319 Pike St I267-3341

352 7386
7365

Dependable coed needed to help
distribute promotional material Florida trip package or commission Cal

1 bdrm apadment-lurnished. util
meld $150/mo $300 deposit 214
Napoleon 362-4173.

Tom 382-3084
DJ wanted tor Jan 22 Cal Chapmen
front desk 20280

Grad student 1 bdrm apt Qiaet
location Furn. or untum No pets. Ph.
352 2267

LIKE CATS? FREE ON TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY MORNINGS? VOLUNTEER AT HUMANE SOCIETY 3527339 or 352 5583

Spnng Semester rentals std aval.
Spacious 1 $ 2 bdrm apis Mead
owvi*wCourt352-1196

ACROSS
Recognition
College degrees
Doawauhjob
Porch or veranda
Scrap
On
List contents
Muslim title
Fashionable colot
Good reading
since 1837
On the move
More like a line
fabric
Cube repository
Tristan's beloved
Means ol egress
Observe
Good listening
since 1928
Part ola cheerful
sound
Former WashingIon. DC. learn
Things ollen
counted
Infuriated
Most recently
purchased
Retrieved
Restriction set by
international law

56 Mollusk's
treasure
57
in the bud
58 One fated to lose
60 Singer Lopez
61 WWII area of
activity
62 Field hands
63 Novelist Waugh
64 Collection of
books
65 River of cen.
England

21 Ending with
mountain
22 Disparage
24 Willowy
25 Wan
26 Kitchen tool
27 Bit of French land
29 Baseball's
Peewee
30 Actor Lew
31 Baker's need
33 Journalists'
bugaboos
34 Canadian prov.
37 Air: Prefix
DOWN
38
stand
1 MacGraw
(as a travelling
2 Unit of power
show)
3 Freshly
39 Wallop, in the
comics
4 Branches
44 Actor Brian
5 Noncontinuous
6 Certain water
45 Erse
barriers
46 Zip
7 Cant
48 High class
8 Paddock denizen: 49 Army storage
center
9 Chinese
philosopher.
50 Al Hlrt's insl.
604-531 B.C.
51 Zeus' sister
10 Finally
52 Crake
11 Modish
53 Anchor
54 Arrow poison
accessory
12 Roof area
55 Sea bird
16 Thing, in law
59 Letter sequence

1

2

3

l

i

13
17

Buy ony medium pixio and get on*
small pina with the> same number
ol Itamt — FREE
PICK UP OR DINE IN
Expires 1/31/83

20

1

i

l

'

"

"

n

21

11

11

12

"OPEN 4 PM"

1

and

LORIHERLIHY\

PHONE 352-5166

l

■

CLA-ZEL

CINIMA IS 7

FRIDAY & SATURDAY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ALL SEATS $1.50

.

ALL SEATS $1.00

23
24

25

26

H

2$

32

33

40

56

a

THE WHO

49
S3

52

1 1
6,

'

31

42

"

60

31

44

•5

47
51

30

36
31

41

«

43

■

34

37

36

50

2«

M

54

55

M

"
"

5t

When your folks forgot they already
sent you spending money
"Looks like a Stroh Light night/'

HEAUY METAL

QUADRAPHENIA

FEATURING SONGS BY

BLACK SABBATH
BLUE OYSTER COLT
CHEAP TRICK

STAfrfUM CINEMA 1*2|
COWNG SOON:

THE VERDICT, »IRf>LAN£ I, U HOURS.

HKrl ROAD TO CHINA, GHANOI, OCTO PUSSY

"THIS YEAR'S MIRACLE
IS 'TOOTSIE'" RICHARD
SCHICKEL, TIME MAGAZINE,
"It is more than just the best
comedy of the year. It will
roll straight into everyone's heart And into
everyone's mind as an unmeiUng movie memory."
-Rirhard Schickel. Tirr* Macauine

"Tootsie' is the
comedy we have been waiting
for. It's not often that you see
this kind of care in a motion
picture, every frame,
every bit actor."
■M Ssrsrl.

AHC-TV

YOUR

1 ENGAGEMENT

TmSISAJmLOrAVVWTOMAKEALITOtC
AT 7:30 A 9:00
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2.00 & 3:30

Best wishes For A
Perfect Beginning,
From Your Present and
Future Roommates

Veor €nd
SHOC SMC
In Progress NOW thru $«.
Selected Styles—
SHOES: Running, Basketball,
Tennis, Racquetball & Aerobic

10-40% OFF

Converse — Brooks
Tiger — New Balance — Etonic
Open lonife til 8

Sat. 10-5

YourAthhlic Shot S Sportswor
Htodquorltrs In Bowling Or—n"

FALCON HOUSE

Ph. 352-3610

«

I
i

MIPNITE SHOW

16

352-5356
Rmte needed, own bdrm mostly
lum real close to campus. 4451
CJough St Apt 203A. University
Courts Ask lor Dan 352-4488

rJ^sanelfo's
I^ZZG'203 N. Moin

One Coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY On This Special

1 1
'

I

Buy ony large piixa and get one
medium piizo with the same number
of items — FREE

Sngle room for M student across
from Rogers avataokt now 352-

HELP WANTED

[IIIM».II:I

i turn* nun
HIIIIIH ' llll II-II
I IIMIIIII
1
I.IH '■mum lit
iiiiiuiiiM
ii ii li'in int. MIII inn
i inniimi . inumiMi.'in
mum IIIIIIIIII iii.inn
MUM IIMHM
ijiinrinnnniiiuiii ii.iii
MMIIIIM nun iiMiinn
iII mi IM min IIIIMI.'IM
ni:mni.i mm nnnni:i

For rent. 3 bdrms in house $110 a
month plus gas. 5 nans, from camput 237 N Proapect Stop Eve-

Had to leave school' Need a roommate for Spring Sem Gral Apt.. New
turn 8 carpet. Free cable 8 MTV'
Vary low rent S uH Gas paid already
for whole Sam.i Nice, clean roommetes I only 21!) Close to campus, yet
ctoae to uptown! Cat Cindy or Angle
382-7490

lllll>l

'

\ DAVE MILLER\

lME.Wooster

iiMimpw

FOR RENT

F. RMTE NEEDED RENTNEGOTIA
BLE APT ON NORTH SUMMIT
CALL 354-2273

ITS NO
SECRET IN
THE BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

F Grad student Non-Smoker Own
room $110 mo Spring Semester

CONGRA TULA TIONS

ON

Houses and apta Close to campus
lor the I 983 84 school year I 207
3341

Chevy 1970, good condition, runs
good, peal offer Cal 362-2835

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

If you attended Phi Pal ruah last
night, we hope to see you nest
Tuee. and Thum.1 The Brothers.

SERVICES OFFERED

Ski boots lor sale Kastmoei XL
Master Size 11 Cal Mala at 2-6216

FMLE ROOMMATE NEEDED
$90 MO GAS HEAT. GAS STOVE
ONLY PAY ELEC 352-3998.

1 M RMTE
7210

NJoe 1 bdrm. apt Semester lease
Low id e«penee Waking distance
to campus $198 nut deposit Cat
Toledo 1382.3110 betore 8 pm

FOR SALE

WANTED

Rush Rush Rush
Sigma Nu Sigma Nu
Tuesday 7 30-9.30

Lng-haaed gray cat-tost tn the vicaVty
ol Cray SI on Saturday Young chad's
pel Cat 352-4034 attar 5 00 p m

ALWAYS OPEN. ALWAYS CLEAN
KIRKS COIN LAUNDRY
709 S MAIN

Lit
lit
lit
The slaters of Gamma Phi Beta
would Me to welcome everyone
bock and wish everyone a greet
Spring Semester.

Freeh Doughnuts Delrrered
Every Morning
The Getaway 352-41t2

BURT 5th BIG GOLDE
REYNOLDS WEEKS H/WN

